Dry Tortugas
Interpretive Center Opens!
by Terry Strickland; General Manager, Yankee Freedom III

An HO (1:87) scale model of historic Fort Jefferson and Garden Key is the
centerpiece of the museum. The model measures 11 feet across, showing the truly
immense scale of the fort itself. It represents the state of the fort in the post-Civil War
period, approximately 1870. A number of structures in the parade ground at that
time no longer exist; they are included in the model as “ghost” structures to show the
extent of the deterioration over time. Period-accurate scale figures portray a number
of scenes from the daily life of soldiers, prisoners, and workers at the fort. A 5-minute
audio/visual presentation highlights and explains many of the interesting architectural
aspects of fortifications of the period and the hardships involved in living and working
in such a remote location. The entire rear wall of the museum displays the beautiful
tropical vista surrounding Garden Key, including the Loggerhead Key Lighthouse seen as
it would be from the fort’s wall.

On Monday, March 4, Yankee Freedom III held the grand opening
of the Dry Tortugas National Park and Historic Key West Bight
Interpretive Center. The Center is a free attraction located in Key
West’s Historic Seaport, known as the “Bight.” Exhibits include an
11-foot diameter scale model of Fort Jefferson, an interactive photo
mural that explores the history of the Bight and a Junior Ranger
Exploration Station that allows children to get hands-on with and
learn about the natural resources of the Dry Tortugas. The exhibits
are housed inside the old Thompson Fish House (itself on the National
Register of Historic Places) where the daily catch of the local fishing

The story of Dr. Samuel Mudd’s tenure at Fort Jefferson captures the trials and
tribulations of those who lived on the “dry” island. Arguably the Fort’s most famous
prisoner, Dr. Mudd appears as a life-size, full figure sculpture in Civil War-period attire
attending to a patient, also accurately represented. An interpretive panel discusses
highlights of Dr. Mudd’s strange journey from country physician to imprisoned Lincoln
co-conspirator to hero of the yellow fever epidemic.

fleet was once processed.
The grand opening event included a reception on the dock in
front of the center. The gathering crowd was entertained by Civil
War era music played on period instruments by local high school
students, some in period costume. Chris Belland was the first of
several speakers including a surprise guest: ninety-six year old Ed
Knight, whose father-in-law Norberg Thompson built the Fish House.
Mr. Knight shared some reminiscences about the sights and sounds
(and aromas) of the working days of the harbor, to the delight of all
present.
Glenn Simpson, the new NPS Site Superintendent for the Dry
Tortugas Park and Harold Wheeler, the Director of the Monroe
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from the desk of the chief conductor

Our Guests’ Problems
are What Make us Special
by Chris Belland; CEO of Historic Tours of America

The title of this article might seem else in our industry, to make or break a vacation. I am proud to
strange to people not familiar with say we have made many vacations the memorable experience they
the inner workings of Historic Tours of should be.
Christopher Belland
No doubt, one of the other important elements in our philosophy
America but I know all our CASTmembers
Chief Executive Officer
will immediately understand its meaning. is “we must attempt to handle problems at their source”. Many
Since the mid-1980s, Historic Tours of America decided to back times things happen throughout the day when guests are rightfully
up all its tour and attraction offerings with a 100% money back disappointed or dissatisfied. Empowering our front line CASTmembers
guarantee. This was and still is a revolutionary concept in our to interact with our customers in a friendly and forthright manner has
business. Frankly, I know of no other company from Disney to “Bob’s made the comment card program work. Our CASTmembers are “hired
Biggest Ball of Twine” that is willing to make this statement. We are for your good sense” and they have been given the responsibility to
because we believe so strongly in our tours, attractions and mostly do what it takes within their realm of authority to satisfy the needs
of our guests and each other. Merely telling an unhappy guest, “We
our people.
When we first announced this, our stockholders and CASTmembers have a 100% money back guarantee, just send in your ticket for a
thought we were crazy. The idea came from my son, Christian, who refund” doesn’t cut it.
Without a doubt, the best written guideline to guest satisfaction I
was riding in the car with me on our way to school. I lamented that
our comment cards were not getting into the hands of our guests. His have seen in quite some time has been written by our Guest Relations
suggestion to make our ticket a comment card was a stroke of genius Manager, Jen Gregg. It is simple but it is human and it works.
that has made us an entirely different company.
1. Smile – We’re in the business of making people happy.
Our comments are our finger on the pulse of our business. They
2. Be patient – They wouldn’t be in front of YOU if their tour
tell us when we are doing well or where we are falling short. Most of
was going well.
the time, the comments are either sincere and helpful or something
3. Put yourself in their position – How would you feel if it
that was out of our control such as weather or an unannounced
happened to you?
parade. Our company, in this regard, has become a better company
4. Apologize – The guest is telling you we failed in some way to
because we have not just written our philosophy, we have lived it.
meet their expectations, and
We believe that service is our first priority and we should always
5. Ask what you can do to help.
treat people the way we would like to be treated, that courtesy,
friendliness and hospitality should be
Many times people call Jen and she
extended in full measure to every guest
asks them, “Are you still on vacation?” If
and again, in this case, guests’ suggestions
they answer yes, then she assures them,
and complaints must be recognized as a
“Don’t spend another moment worrying
valuable guideline for improvement and
about this problem, enjoy your vacation
innovation.
and I will personally handle the processing
I can also tell you, from having read
of your complete refund and send you
comment cards over the past thirty
free passes to give us another try.” Just
years, the vast majority of our guests are
somebody acknowledging their problem,
honorable people who appreciate honesty
listening to them and empathizing makes
in return and it achieves yet another part
all the difference in the world.
of our philosophy which is that honesty
We have great vehicles and great
promotes guests’ trust. In fact, our
attraction facilities but our greatest
refunds for the entire Historic Tours of
strength is in our CAST who interact with
America family of tours and attractions is
our guests literally thousands of times
less than one half of one percent which
every single day. The way we have chosen
I find an extraordinary accomplishment.
to handle our guests’ problems has made
The accomplishment I am referring to is
a good company a great company.
that of our CASTmembers on the front line
Jen Gregg’s wonderfully written piece on guest service.
who have the opportunity, like everyone
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from the corner office

What we Glean from Comment Cards
is Often What We Already Know
by Ed Swift III; President of Historic Tours of America

At Historic Tours of America we place our future success squarely
on our 100% guarantee and our comment cards that tell us how we
can enhance and improve our product. We have dedicated the past
30 years to the concept that if we listen naively to our guests they
will tell us how to grow our business by telling us what we need to
know about our product. By their opinions of what they don’t like
or do like they tell us exactly what they prefer or what we have to
improve. Frequently they tell us things we may never have thought
of by ourselves.
At our latest attraction the Boston Tea Party Ships and Museum,
we have once again found out that what folks are most moved to
write about are our history tellers or what they call our actors. On
the comment cards we prompt them to rate from Excellent to Poor
actors, ships, Tory Patriot hologram, Robinson Tea Chest exhibit,
talking portraits, Abigail’s Tea Room, Griffin’s Wharf Retail Emporium
etc. It is rare when they don’t check “excellent” under actors but
what is more telling is that they are most likely to further write
about how the actors did such a wonderful job or were terrific or so
personal and gifted in portraying the patriots. They often ask for even
more “interaction” with the re-enactors. Words commonly used are
wonderful, informative, awesome, engaging, splendid, excellent,
very fun etc.
You might think that in this
high tech world and particularly at
the Tea Party, where we present
this historic story from a wide
variety of high tech applications,
that the human factor would not
be as appreciated. Not the case!
Yet this fact should not surprise
us as we have long known and
discuss at some length in our
philosophy and our introduction
to the company, the fact that
each of our CAST Members that
represents us on the “front lines
Example of one of our comment
has it within their power to
cards at the Boston Tea Party Ship.
make or break a vacation. Each
of our conductors, engineers, ticket sellers, retail CASTmembers,
history tellers, etc. who meets and greets the guest can enhance
or ruin a vacation experience for our guests. Most often by our
concern, our going out of our way to be nice or being superior in
our performance we provide the guest a most memorable part of
their precious vacation time together. What an opportunity we have
each day, each hour to make a difference in people’s lives. I have yet
to read a comment card from the Tea Party that says “Wow! That

really great technology, made my day!”
Long after the technology is forgotten the
personal interaction will remain a fond
vacation memory.
Below are a few comments that came
in a bunch of 53 cards this week. I didn’t
have to look far to make my case.
• The actors are Best!
• Sam Adams better than excellent!   

Edwin O. Swift III
President

• Simply wonderful!   Thank you for
presenting history in a way that is enjoyed by all.  Your program
experience made me feel as if I had boarded a time machine
and went back to witness the event.  Thank you again.
• This was a great museum.   It really taught my kids how
important the Tea Party was and how it affected history and
their lives today.  Thank you for making learning fun.
• So sorry I don’t remember guides names.  The two in the town
meeting were wonderful.   I hope you can research by date,
time of tour who they were – great with the kids!! Awesome!!
• Had a really lovely time.   Was a great thing to do and a
fantastic introduction to Boston and America.
• We had a great time.   Very impressive with the actors,
hologram and talking portraits.  We will tell everyone to put
this on their list of must sees!
• Mr. Adams is very convincing, presents well and his voice is
very clear.  Man on boat is also excellent.
• Good audience interaction, excellent lifelike characters of
costume.  Good history lessons. Creatively presented.  Great
with kids! All presenters.
• Actors were very good, informative and enthusiastic.   Were
willing to spend extra time answering??’s
• All of it best thing we did in Boston.
• Finally found fine bone china cups in the gift shop.  Polly was a
wonderful guide.  An awesome experience.
• My husband  needed a cab to get back to the hotel.  A young
man in the gift shop not only got us a cab but walked us to
where we needed to catch it.  I wish I had gotten his name!
It’s our CAST that makes the difference. Thank you one and all.
twitter.com/historictours
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Boston

March is the Cruelest Month
by Matthew Murphy; General Manager

T. S. Eliot wrote that, “March is the cruelest month,” but I believe
he had it wrong. At least this New Englander thinks so. For those of
us who stoically soldier through the winters in HTA’s northernmost
city, I’d say March has to be deemed the cruelest month. It’s a 31day period in which one might get a hint of spring one day, with
the faintest promise of warmer days ahead, and then plunging
temperatures and a foot of snow the next day.
At Old Town Trolley Tours of Boston, though, we look to the
brighter side of March, which is the fact that we start to see signs of
tourists re-appearing after a conspicuous absence. March ridership
usually just about doubles that of February, and we start to see other
encouraging signs such as newly trained tour conductors getting
certified, and even the return of a few veterans who had put aside
their hats and headsets for the winter.
We were fortunate to get a head start this year on hiring and
training in order to boost our roster of both tour conductors and
sales reps. Among the recently certified conductors on whom I’d
like to shower some praise are: Elaine “Mata Jones” Orsillo, Robert
“Remdawg” Remick, William “The Duke” Redding, and Richard Cole
(who will go by “Cole” for his stage name). Congratulations to all
of you on becoming certified, professional tour conductors with Old
Town Trolley! Following behind that December group, we added two
more names to the ranks of professional tour conductors: certified at
the end of February were both Bob Regan and Kevin Curtin, the two
members of our January class. Safety and training Officer Sue Pye
and the lead conductors have been doing a terrific job of training all
these new folks in “the HTA way” of doing things, always with safety
first and courtesy a close second. A big thank you goes out from
these pages to all those helping with training!
The above mentioned rookies have been joined by the latest
training class that got started in February: Will Kelley, Brad
Henneman, Bernie Scannell, and Randall Lynn Huston. Our head
conductor Donnie Kraby has
been auditioning potential new
tour conductors non-stop, and
is focused on hiring only the
best of the best. The March
class is shaping up well; we may
have as many as seven or eight
brave souls getting started in this
cruelest of months!
As of this writing, depot
Tour conductor Gordon “Gordie” Fitz
sales
manager Ed Doerr is just
utilized a physical prop recently in giving
a safety tip at morning briefing. If you
getting underway with sales
can’t quite make out the writing on the
rep auditions, and with some
mannequin that Gordie is holding it says:
“Today’s Safety: 1) Try to keep your head
new sales locations planned for
2) Be disarming 3) For heaven’s sake,
don’t be a dummy.”
the upcoming season, we’re
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certainly going to need a
plentiful number of new sales
recruits!
With all these new
CASTmembers joining our
company, I certainly want
to acknowledge all the work
that our admin staff has done
behind the scenes to get all
We were very saddened in February by the
unexpected death of one of our own tour
the new folks on board. Office
conductors, Danny “Taz” Donovan. Taz is
Manager Cheryl DeSimone
pictured here, on the left, with his fellow
and her terrific HR Assistant trainee, Larry “Dallas” Clearman, back in the
spring during training. We will never forget
Catherine Cunio have been Taz, who was a deeply caring person with a
wicked good sense of humor.
instrumental in handling the
mountain of paperwork that is necessary to hire new CASTmembers.
In addition, our other admin assistants John Speck and Constance
Zeybeck help give a warm welcome to the very important people we
have that enter the world of Old Town Trolley for the first time.
One person in our operation who’s unusually busy at this time
of year is Michael Chandler (sometimes known as “The Professor”)
who for the last several years has managed – and significantly grown
– our advertising sales program. Over the winter, Michael puts all
the pieces into place for our free map and visitor guide, our exterior
trolley advertisements, our on-board rack card slots, the discount
coupons, and even more. But Michael is not just a sales-person: he’s
a passionate ambassador for OTT Boston, and helps me in my efforts
to develop valuable relationships with restaurants, attractions,
museums, and hotels. Michael’s role was recently expanded to
include oversight of our vendor and charter programs, in addition
to the advertising department, and he is already providing spirited
support and direction to our two vendor reps, Beth Cohen and Cathy
Hutchinson, and our charter rep Leslie Nagy. I’d like to take this
opportunity to thank Michael for all his hard work during this very
busy time….it’s amazing the number of projects that he manages
to juggle, and he does so with incredible energy and enthusiasm.
Thanks for a terrific job, Michael!
On a sad note, I must report on the recent passing in February of
tour conductor Danny “Taz” Donovan. Taz was a big teddy bear of
a man, with a big heart, and he was equally well liked by his fellow
CASTmembers and his guests. He had a special love of motorcycles
and could often be seen arriving at or leaving work on one his
beautiful, impressive bikes. Our sympathies go out to Taz’s family
and friends….we knew him for much too short a time. May he ride in
peace forever.
I’ll let some of our other
Leadagers bring you up to
speed on their latest doings.
For now, here’s a wish that the
month of March (perhaps with
the help of ol’ Saint Patrick)
will not be too cruel this year,
and that spring will make an Just some of the 113 old Nextel radios waiting
to be catalogued, packaged and shipped back
early, welcome appearance!
to Sprint.
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Operations Report
by John Welby; Operations Manager

The off-season months for
me are all about getting things
done and checking things off
of the “to do” list. One major
project that had been lingering
for some time was the swapping
A rare site – trolleys parked on
out of our old Nextel radios to
Mount Vernon Street in Beacon Hill
the new Sprint ones. Like it or
not the Nextel network will cease to exist as of this coming June,
so we had no choice but to switch out all of the radios. Between
vehicles, depots, Ghosts & Gravestones and leadagers, there were
over 70 units that needed to be replaced. Needless to say this was no
small task. The planning began back in November and by January the
new units arrived and we were ready to make the transition. After
all of the planning we ended up with a snow storm the day of the
switch over and the Sprint rep assigned to do the work cancelled on
us, yet many of the old radios had been turned off the night before
with the expectation that the new ones would be put into service
the following morning. With the help of the Sprint reps in Florida I
was able to get the new radios needed for that day up and running.
Over the next several days we swapped out the remainder. The only
thing left for me to do was to catalog, package and ship 113 of the
old radios back to Sprint so we could get some serious rebate dollars.
On January 12, 2013 we did a four trolley charter with a police
escort in the Beacon Hill neighborhood of Boston. For those of you
that don’t know, Beacon Hill is one of the older sections of the city.
It’s basically a nineteenth century neighborhood with streets that
were not made for automobiles, never mind trolleys. So, it was quite
the site to see four of our trolleys parked on Mount Vernon Street
outside the Church of the Advent. The trolleys were used to shuttle
guests to and from the Back Bay neighborhood. Although it’s not
a long distance between the two areas, it can take well over thirty
minutes to make the roundtrip under normal driving conditions.
But, with a police escort, we had trolleys making the roundtrip in
exactly fourteen minutes and that includes time for boarding and
disembarking of passengers.

There’s a New Pumpkin in Town!

The new BTPS pumpkin van!

During the coldest
part of our year we
have a vehicle we call
the pumpkin, that we
use as a waiting room
for CASTmembers and
guests alike.
Until
recently it was painted
orange and green
just like the trolleys.
However, in January

the pumpkin received a facelift, if you will, by being wrapped
all the way around in Tea Party
advertisements. These new eyecatching graphics will do a great
job of getting the word out about
the Boston Tea Party Ships and
Museum. The pumpkin will also
be used to promote the Tea Party
Museum in parades, at trade
shows and for special events.
The next time you complain
about the weather, think of this.
Outside the trolley barn during
When I arrived at work on January
the blizzard. Seven degrees was the
tempatrure!
24th, the temperature in South
Boston was only 7° and that was 2° warmer than when I left my
house! Notice the 7° f on the top of the screen on my car dashboard.
Speaking of weather, one of the worst blizzards ever to hit the
Boston area rolled into town on Friday, February 8th. It started
snowing around noon and didn’t stop until the following day around
4:00 pm. When it did finally end, Boston received 24.9 inches,
making it the fifth biggest blizzard in the city’s history. OTT Boston
was closed for three days as a result. A big thank you goes out to our
amazing Maintenance Manager, Bob Gibson, for doing an incredible
job of plowing away all of that white stuff. Another big thank you
goes out to Mechanic Jim Tuffy and Conductor Jennifer “J” Labarre
for shoveling out ALL of our sales depots.
On Friday, February 22, 2013,
we said good bye to another one
of our front-engine gas trolleys.
Trolley #200 was painted black
and sent to Savannah to become
part of the Ghosts & Gravestones
fleet. Anyone who knows me will
Trolley #200 being transported to
tell you that I love the gas trolleys,
Savannah.
so I was really sad to see it go.
But, the reality is we can really use the space around here as we have
been bursting at the seams since we acquired the used “Supreme”
trolleys from Orlando last year.

Exceptional Customer Service!

The following email was sent to one of our Concierge Sales Reps,
Daymeyn Gantt, at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel by a guest thanking
him for a job well done. I liked it so much I thought it was worth
sharing. Way to go Daymeyn!

Good morning Daymeyn. I tried to look up a management contact
as I feel the service provided needs to be rewarded. I tried looking up a
management email address, but nothing listed on the Park Plaza website.
I want to thank you again for coming as close to literally giving me
the shirt off your back as you did. I am the customer who came down
last Monday night about 9:10 asking if there were any open men’s stores
nearby. As I explained, while unpacking after check-in I realized I forgot
to pack my dress shirts for meetings Tuesday - Thursday. You immediately
jumped on the phone and started calling to see if anyone was open. As we
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suspected, at that time of night in Boston – no such luck.
You asked my size, and then asked me to wait for one second and went
to the back. You came out with two shirts that you asked if either would
work. I chose the one I thought would work with the suit and ties I had
brought. When I asked where you found them, you said they were yours
that you had picked up that day at the cleaners. They were your personal
shirts. While it wasn’t a perfect match (and the sleeves a tad short ☺ ), it
worked and I was able to go in wearing other than just a t-shirt and tie the
next day. I have repeated that story several times and people think it is
awesome. As do I.
In these days of questionable customer service, it was really refreshing
to have you do for me what you did. You didn’t have to. You could’ve said,
“Sorry Sir”. But you didn’t. You went the extra service mile and literally
saved my tail so I didn’t look foolish explaining why I didn’t have the
appropriate attire the next day.
I did find a store the next evening, at your suggestion. So I was able to
buy a couple of shirts to get me through the week.
Thank you again for your generosity. It is appreciated, and will be
remembered.
There was also a young lady with you that night. She went to the bar
and did bring out a black dress shirt. Yours just worked better for my attire.
I didn’t get her name but wished I had as I want to express my appreciation
to her as well. You were both all over it when you heard my plight! I wished
I had gotten her name as well. I’d appreciate if you could share this note of
appreciation with her.
Thank you both. Please pass this along to both your managers. It
should be recognized as part of your performance, and applauded as
outstanding customer service.
Next trip down to Boston – I’ll be staying at the Park Plaza.

Making a Busy
Office Run Smoothly
by Cheryl DeSimone; General Manager

Our department is gearing up for our busy season. It’s my
favorite time of the year because all of the people who have taken
the winter off are now coming back and its starting to feel like a
full house again. We’ve hired several people over the last couple
of months for conductor training and Katie Cunio has been running
around doing all the drug testing and hiring paperwork and getting
all of the HR necessities handled. She does a wonderful job handling
HR and being my Assistant. Also, Katie is pregnant and is due to have
her first child in 8 weeks! So even though she will be gone for a few
months, it will be for a great reason and she will be GREATLY missed!
John Speck works with me for all accounting needs and has
perfected entering AP and getting the coding done faster than ever.
He is now handling our entire recap copying and making sure the
recaps look perfect before sending to Debbie Schepp (our finance
angel in Key West) in hopes of making her job just a tiny bit easier.
You should also hear him on the phone with our guests: he is so very
helpful and polite, I love listening to him.
And Constance Zeybek, our most recent addition to the admin
staff…..this woman is the Queen of Organization! If you need
organizing, she is the woman! She is currently helping to get our
Maintenance Manager’s office nice and organized and straightening
out our vehicle files. The next time Jim Lamberson and Bill Meagher
come to visit and check on those files, they are going to be thrilled!
She also recently helped our General Manager Matthew Murphy
attack the piles of papers that were on his desk and got all his files
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organized as well. (Matthew contends that the piles on his desk
were his own highly sophisticated organizing system, but I think he
was very pleased to get Constance’s help anyway.) I want to take her
home with me!!!

Love Letters and Chocolate:

The Letters of John and Abigail Adams
by Kelly Horan Galante; BTPSM Assistant Creative Manager

On February 14
and 15, the Boston Tea
Party Ships & Museum
presented
“Love
Letters & Chocolate
with John and Abigail
Adams” as the first
installment of their
new Speaker Series.
This series was created by our
CEO, Chris Belland, as a way to
invite guests to the museum for
educational experiences outside
of our normal tour offerings. He
tasked the creative team of the
BTPSM, Evan O’Brien, Josiah BTPS actors, John and Abigail Adams
George, and Kelly Horan Galante, with creating a show based on the
letters of John and Abigail Adams. The Valentine’s Day event would
not be complete without some chocolate. Ted Galo, the Site Manager
of the BTPSM and driving force behind the Boston’s original Chocolate
Tour, took our guests on a journey through the history of chocolate.
His spirited delivery and enthusiasm for the subject matter certainly
started our evening off on the right foot! The ticket price included
sparkling white wine, red wine or sparkling water, and a plate of
goodies from Nicole Coady’s Fixx Chocolates. We were pleased for
Nicole’s brand new line of treats to make their public debut here at
the BTPSM and all we can say is, WOW! The pieces available to us
this night were:
• Hersh’s - Coffee nougat and malt balls enrobed with coffee
infused chocolate.
• Andy’s - Praline crunch with passion fruit pâté de fruit.
• Nikki’s - Peanut butter nougat with maple caramel and bacon.
• Lulu’s - Caramel with pretzels, coconut, and sea salt.
The pieces are named after friends and family members. And
honestly, it was difficult to choose which one was our favorite! Nicole
even had some gluten-free options available this evening. Currently,
she is creating her website, but you may contact her at info@
fixxchocolates.com.
Our evening continued as Evan O’Brien took his place as the
Narrator for the second half. The Narrator serves as a liaison between
colonial times and present day. John and Abigail, played by Josiah
George and Kelly Horan Galante, respectively, took their places at
two round tables, separated by “time” and “distance”. The tables
were dressed with desk sets, inkwells, newspapers, books, quills, etc.
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The program begins with the first surviving letter from John to Abigail
from October 1762 in which he addresses her as “Miss Adorable”. An
excerpt is found here:
“By the same Token that the Bearer hereof sat up with you last night
I hereby order you to give him, as many Kisses, and as many Hours of your
Company after 9 OClock as he shall please to Demand and charge them to
my Account...”

Copies of this letter were available on each table, with permission
from the Massachusetts Historical Society, and the guests were
invited to read along with John. In presenting a subject matter such
as this, we strove to emphasize the passion, love, and mutual respect
between the two that many may not know about. John and Abigail
were human beings just like us, and their letters show us the trials
and tribulations that any couple will go through. We certainly took
our audience on an emotional journey that they won’t soon forget.
In today’s society, we find it very difficult to understand the
importance that the written letter held in the 18th century. Our
days are filled with a constant barrage of emails, text messages and
breaking news updates. We rarely have the experience of being out
of contact with our loved ones for more than a few hours at most.
John and Abigail would spend many weeks, sometimes months,
waiting for an out-dated letter to arrive. News traveled slowly, but
that was all they knew, and so they kept their quills sharpened and
inkwells full.
During their 54 year marriage, John and Abigail spent many years
apart due to his political career and were very fond of writing to one
another. Luckily for us, over 1,100 letters survive to this day. The
Massachusetts Historical Society hosts all of these letters on their
website for your perusal, in addition to having published a book, My
Dearest Friend: Letters of Abigail and John Adams.

From the Great Cold North
by Sue Pye; Safety Training Officer

Hi all! As I am writing, another “big” snowstorm is headed this
way. Oh well, it’s the price you
pay for living in the greatest
history-filled city in the Northeast
(I was gonna say the country but I
didn’t want you all to feel badly).
Training is in full swing here
in Boston. The first class that
Trainees Bob Regan (left) and Kevin
(right) seem to exude confidence
started in December has already Curtin
in this picture taken just the day before
been giving tours for weeks their CDL test…which they both passed
with flying colors, of course!
now and are polishing their
tours. It is great to see Richard
“Cole” Cole, Bob “RemDawg”
Remick, Will “Duke” Redding
and Elaine “Mata Jones’ Orsillo
out giving tours and having fun.
most recent training class, taken
Bob “Regan” Regan and Kevin onOur
board the Eleanor at the Boston Tea
“Kevin” Curtin have passed their Party Ships & Museum. Actor/Historyteller David Stickney is telling the story
CDL tests and have recently been of that fateful night on December 16,
1773.
certified and are giving their first

tours this week. I am sure that they will be great, too. The third class
is working hard learning how to drive and preparing for their CDL
test, which is always the first hurdle on the way to giving tours. They
are also studying the script so they will soon be ready to go out and
give tours in “the Hub of the Universe”. Keep up the good work, Will
“Gaffer” Kelley, Brad “Leo” Henneman, Randall “General” Huston
and Bernie “Bubba” Scannell. (Yes, there’s a Bubba in Boston as well
as a bunch of them in Key West.) One of the highlights of any training
class is visiting the Boston Tea Party Ships and Museum; check out the
picture of the third class having fun with historyteller Dave Stickney

Abby and Mickey’s
Dueling Trolley Tour
by Cathy Hutchinson; Account Manager Vendor Sales

While I was out and about visiting my
hotel accounts, one of my vendors, David
Sargent of the Revere Hotel, mentioned a
musical opening in Boston called Abby and
Mickey’s Dueling Trolley Tour (subtitled:
History…my version is better than yours).
I must have looked at him funny because
he said “You don’t believe me, do you?”
David pulled out a brochure about the
musical. Who would write a musical about competing trolley
tours? Sure enough, there was a musical about Dueling Trolley
Tours. With four different trolley companies in Boston we know
all about “Trolley Wars” and yes, Old Town Trolley’s history is
better than the others out there. This was something that I just
had to be check out.
On a bitter cold night in January, nine of us met for dinner and
then walked over to the Dorothy Quincy Pavilion to see Abby and
Mickey’s Dueling Trolley Tour. According to the advertisement,
the musical is about two young tour guides from opposite sides
of the trolley tracks who stumble into and around love while
giving their own unique tours of Boston. Abby is a Beacon Hill
blueblood who‘s Daddy ran away with all their money, leaving
her penniless so that she was forced to take the first job she
could find, that of a trolley tour guide. Mickey is a blue collar
Southie boy, complete with a wicked pissa accent. Both work
for different trolley companies. The production staff would flash
different points of interest in Boston from the trolley’s windshield
and each tour guide would give their version of the sights at the
stop. Abby was very factual; Mickey, not so much (perhaps like
other tour companies’ guides?). When they stopped at the State
House you could see an Old Town trolley in the picture. We were
the only trolley company to make it in the show, naturally. In the
end, despite working for different trolley companies, Abby and
Mickey fall in love. Best of all, Mickey realized that giving a tour
where the facts are made up is not such good idea. They lived
happily ever after and we actual trolley folks had a good laugh
at ourselves.
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|||||||||||||||||||||||| vendor spotlight ||||||||||||||||||||||||

Amy Martelly of the Sheraton Boston Hotel
by Beth Cohen; Account Manager Vendor Sales

Amy Martelly grew up on the island of Nantucket in
Massachusetts. After graduating high school, she attended the
University of Massachusetts Amherst. Upon graduating from
college, Amy decided to see what life was like in “the big city.” So,
she moved to Boston and got a job at the Sheraton Hotel. Amy has
been at the Sheraton for over 18 years (which you would never
guess by her youthful appearance)! While working at the hotel,
she met her husband Phil. Fifteen years ago, Phil was attending the
Berklee College of Music and valet parking cars at the Sheraton.
(Remember, folks: hospitality can actually lead to love!) Amy and
Phil now have two children – Logan who is nine and Drew who is
seven.
Phil has moved on from the hotel and his two careers keep him
quite busy. He is a general contractor and has opened the School
of Rock in Seekonk. The School of Rock is a unique setting where
children can take individual music lessons as well as play in rock
band ensembles.
Amy is proud to still be working at what she considers to be
Boston’s best hotel. She is also proud to recommend Old Town
Trolley Tours to her guests. She says it is the best tour of the city
because our tour guides are exceptional at offering a good mix of
history, humor, and stories to entertain all ages aboard the trolley.
Also, Amy really appreciates that guests are given the option
to board and reboard the trolley. This gives guests the ability to
pursue their own interests and choose which sites are a must see
for them individually. With customer service being of the utmost

on the Eleanor.
Donnie, our head conductor,
has been doing a great job of
getting really good, fun people for
me to mold into the absolute best
tour guides in the city of Boston.
This makes my job easier, in that
I can have fun while “torturing”
people into learning how to drive
trolleys and give tours.
We recently took delivery of a brand
On the safety front all has new ticket sales booth manufactured
the Molly Trolley company of Maine.
been going well, Boston is a byThe
ticket booth is featured above,
just before being unloaded by Fleet
tough city to drive in and we
Manager Bob Gibson (left) and Vehicle
have a dedicated group of
Technician Jim Mehigan (right).
conductors and CAST that work
hard at keeping themselves and
our guests safe. Thanks too, to Bob Gibson and his hard working
mechanics for doing such a great job with our trolleys. Keep up the
good work everyone!
Please come visit us in Boston sometime soon. Now is a great
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HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
old town trolley
Kevin Curtin
Robert Regan
Brad Henneman
Randall Huston
William Kelley
Ryan McGrath
Bernarad Scannel

Matthew Murphy, 20 years
Andrew Quinney, 12 years
Richard Sheridan, 9 years
Michael Giobbe, 7 years
John Feeley Jr., 7 years
James Mehigan, 3 years
Timothy Franc, 2 years
Gordon Fitz, 2 years
Justin Moss, 2 years
Daymeyn Gantt, 1 year

tea party ship
Jesus Torres
Leon Poindexter
Kevin Kordis
Jessica Stewart

march

Shawn Ford, 26 years
Beth Cohen, 9 years
Kenneth Queale, 8 years
Donald Kraby, 7 years
Jennifer Labarre, 6 years
Andre Wicker, 4 years
Amanda Brown, 4 years
Charles Person, 3 years
Michael Long, 2 years
Josiah George, 1 year
Kelly Horan, 1 year

One of the true “stars” of Old Town Trolley’s vendor network: Amy Martelly of the
Sheraton Boston Hotel, shown here with her husband Phil, and her gorgeous kids,
son Logan and daughter Drew.

importance at both the Sheraton Boston Hotel and Old Town Trolley
Tours, Amy considers it her privilege to be a part of both. When
Amy isn’t working, she can be found spending time with her family.
Logan and Drew are her pride and joy. She loves watching Logan
play guitar or baseball, and doing crafts with Drew or watching her
at dance class.
A huge thank you for all of her support goes out to Amy from
everybody at Old Town Trolley Tours of Boston!

february

A photo of snow piled up ouside our
ticket booth located at Stop number 1

December

and still in good condition after I paid it off.

Charles Person, Conductor
Andrew Quinney, Sales Representatvie
Namik Zeqolli, Supporting

Q | Who are your favorite writers?
A | Edgar Allan Poe and Stephen King

february

Michael Giobbe, Conductor
Geraldine Tappan, Concierge/Sales Representative
Anesti Dallta, Supporting

time as the weather is always changing and though we are carrying
a good number of people around the city there is plenty of room for
more and we love visitors from our sister cities!

The Nation’s Storyteller

twitter.com/bostontours

background
Hey, Nation’s Storyteller readers!
My name is Andrew Quinney. I was born
on March 20th, the first day of spring,
ironically during the blizzard of 78, in
good old Boston. Ever since I discovered
how to use the VCR, I’ve always loved
to watch movies. Through the years,
I learned from acting in plays in High
School and Community Theatre, that
you can re-invent yourself, take on a completely different persona
in front of an audience, and be appreciated for it.
In 2001, together with my love of Boston, its history, and
being an actor, it brought me to a newspaper ad searching for
actors on the Boston Tea Party Ship. I loved the acting and yelling
“DUMP THE TEA INTO THE SEA!” It wasn’t until August of that
year that lightening struck the gift shop and the Tea Party was no
longer operating.
With a phone call to Charlie Brazil, who is now the General
Manager in Savannah, I was re-assigned as a sales rep selling
tickets to the guests of Boston to take the Old Town Trolley for
our excursion tours around the city. Through the years, I learned
through selling tickets and working with a lot of cool people,
that you can be the same person in front of an audience, and be
appreciated for it.

Q | What is your most treasured possession?
A | My red 2002 Jeep Wrangler. It gets me to and from work,

january

Ace mechanic Jim Tuffy (better known
simply as “Tuffy”) prepares to attack the
snow banks surrounding the Waterfront
Welcome Center after the storm named
Nemo dumped a couple feet of snow on
Boston. Tuffy and a number of other
CASTmembers worked very hard digging out our sales locations so that we
could get back up and running. Thanks
to all helped to shovel out!

Sales Representative

Q | What is my idea of perfect happiness?
A | Watching and making fun of bad movies with friends.

Dick Leahy, Conductor
Marion Hunt, Sales Representatvie
Glicerio Menacho, Supporting

Jennifer “J” LaBarre not only looks like
she’s working hard shoveling out our
Freedom Trail sales booth in Faneuil
Hall Marketplace….she also looks quite
fashionable with those turquoise-colored sunglasses on! Every time we get a
major snow storm, “J” is among the first
to volunteer to come in and help shovel
out. Thanks for the help, “J”!

||| ON THE SPOT... |||
Andrew Quinney

Q | Which talent would you most like to have?
A | To be able to play the piano
Q | Who is your favorite hero of fiction?
A | Batman! It’s so cool to be able to be a different

person, to fly, and to have the Batmobile to fight the bad
guys with.
facebook.com/bostontours
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Famous Faces

Louisa May Alcott
by Sue Pye; Safety and Training Officer

One of my favorite authors is Louisa May Alcott, and as I
write this it is the 125th anniversary of her death. She was born
in Germantown, Pennsylvania on November 29, 1832 and died in
Boston on March 6, 1888. She never married which was usual for
her time but lived a very active yet short life. She was 56 when
she passed. Louisa was the second daughter of four girls born to
Bronson and Abigail May Alcott. Her sisters were Anna, Elizabeth
and Abby. Much like her semiautobiographical character, Jo, in her
“Little Women” series, Louisa was a tomboy growing up. My interest
in Alcott and her writing started at a very young age: the six books
of the “Little Women” series was the first full set of books I received
as a gift from my parents, and they still reside on a bookshelf in my
home.
Her father, Bronson, was an educator and a dreamer, a
transcendentalist and the founder of a short lived experimental
utopian community, known as Fruitlands, which used no animal
products or labor. Louisa’s mother noted that the men had no
objection to the woman and children doing all the house work and
farm chores while the men were out in the fields communing with
nature and philosophizing.
Abigail May Alcott was a down to earth, practical woman who
kept the home going in all circumstances on very little money as the
family rarely had two pennies to rub together throughout the years.
The Family moved back to Massachusetts (her parents were
from here and had been married at the Kings Chapel in Boston in
1830) and settled in Concord. Louisa and her sisters had no formal
education, but rather they were taught at home by their mother
and father in between his flights of fancy.
While in Concord, Luisa was an avid visitor to Ralph Waldo
Emerson’s library, she studied botany from Henry David Thoreau,
and saw and performed in theatricals in the barn of Hillside,
Nathanial Hawthorne’s home. Her sister May was a painter and
one of her students was a young man who ended up being a world
renowned sculptor: Daniel Chester French.
In 1853 her first book was published Flower Fables, which was
written for Ellen Emerson, Ralph Waldo’s daughter. Later, while
living in Boston in the early 1860’s and working as a tutor, she wrote
under the pseudonym of A.M. Barnard. During this time Louisa was
still sending money home. She continued to help support her family
for the rest of her life.
From a very early age Louisa worked all kinds of jobs to help
support her family, from working as a house servant and a teacher,
to nursing down in Georgetown, Virginia during the Civil War. Her
book “Hospital Sketches” was based on letters that she had written
to home during this time. While serving she contracted Typhoid
Fever and was treated with mercury; years later she would die from
complications from mercury poisoning.
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Louisa May Alcott

After the war she went
to Europe as a companion to
Anna Weld and traveled One of her famous writings, Little Women
throughout the continent for
a year. After returning home
she worked for the children’s
magazine, Merry’s Museum.
She became a contributor as
well. In 1868 at the age of 35,
Little Women started to appear
Alcott grave.
in the magazine, in segments. From this point forward she was able
to fully support her family and by the time she was forty she had paid
off all her family debts and was able to as she said, “have enough to
be comfortable. She and her widowed sister Anna Pratt bought the
first home that Louisa and her parents ever owned. Unfortunately
her beloved mother, Marmie, died just a few days after moving in.
Louisa continued to write but she also had time for other
pursuits. Early on she was a supporter of the abolitionist movement.
Later women’s rights and temperance were also her passions. In
1880, she was the first women to register to vote in the town of
Concord. Also that same year her sister, May died, and left her
daughter Louisa, known as Lulu, to Louisa’s care.
After her father had a stroke in 1882, Louisa bought a home at
10 Louisburg Square in Boston for him, her sister Anna, her two sons
and Lulu in which to live. Louisa’s own health during this rime was
failing and she eventually moved to a nursing home in Roxbury, MA.
As she had remained single her whole life she adopted her
nephew, John Pratt, so that he would be her heir and willed that he
support Anna, Lulu, and Fred, Anna’s other son.
On March 1st Louisa visited her father for the last time. He died
March 4, 1888. Two days later, on March 6, in Roxbury, Louisa died.
She and her Father, Bronson, had a joint funeral and are buried
in Sleepy Hollow Cemetery in Concord. They are surrounded by
their whole family and many of their friends including Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Henry David Thoreau and Nathaniel Hawthorne in an area
known as Author’s Ridge.
I have read many of Louisa May Alcott’s books and, being the
second daughter of four girls in my family, have always felt an affinity
for her. She was a fascinating woman and this is just the tip of the
iceberg that was her life. So thank you for allowing me to share her
with you as I write this on the 125th anniversary of her passing.

The Nation’s Storyteller

CAST photo at the CAST meeting at the National Geographic

Operationally Speaking
by Eric Holmes; Operations Manager

Preparations for our 2013-2014 season are well underway.
To ensure we would be prepared for the thousands of guests that
will make Washington, DC their vacation destination, we began our
hiring process two months earlier than usual. We also have two
CASTmembers returning from their tour of duty for Old Town Trolley
Tours, Key West. And finally, we have four CASTmembers that have
awakened from their winter hibernation.
With the addition of five new trolleys to our fleet, we are ready,
willing and able to bring history alive for more guests than ever
before. The CAST has been working very hard to improve the quality
of our tours and increase guests’ satisfaction. With Cherry Blossom
season only weeks away we are putting the final touches on what
can only be described as the best tour on earth. Sorry I have to go
now – It’s show time.

Charter Sales are Up,
so Abe is Down.... to Boogie!
by Abe Burgos; Charter and Group Sales Manager

Greetings world. My oh my, I thought season would never get
here. Now that we are on the cusp, I am super excited because if
season is here, then TEDMED is here. Yes, the 12 trolley morning
charter for three days and the 12 trolley evening charter for three
days. Along with advertising and trolley rentals, this was a huge event
last year, and I hope it will be a huge event this year. I love TEDMED.
What is TEDMED?
From their website: TEDMED is a multi-disciplinary community
of innovators and leaders who share a common determination to
create a better future in health and medicine. So many of our great
challenges in health and medicine are rooted in social and commercial
causes as much as medical. We need everybody at the table for an
inclusive conversation about how to get the future in health and

medicine we all want.
Once a year at The Kennedy Center in Washington, DC, TEDMED
curates an unusual and provocative program on the Opera House
stage. The 3 ½ day program features brilliant short talks and stunning
artistic performances that celebrate the power of unexpected
connections to create important new possibilities.
So in other words, it’s money in the company’s pocket for a
service that I had a great time doing last year. This year it’s going to
be smaller. I have been promised no seat cushion covers. Oy! That
was a tough one.
We also had our holiday party in which Mr. Holiday won Conductor
of the Year for a record setting 35th time. Okay, maybe not that many
years, but sometimes I feel like I’ve known the guy my entire life.
Doug Dorsey our maintenance guru won Supporting CASTmember of
the year and quite frankly, I think he deserved it. Michael Hart won
the ESP award because he does so much for the CAST as our CDL /
Loop trainer. And Anthony Sadler won Ticket Seller of the Year in a
position that he has grown leaps and bounds in. Just because we
didn’t have a lot of superlative awards, our CAST is still SUPER!

Maintenance Life is Hard, but
we are Glad we have this Guy!
by Malcolm Barton; Maintenance Manager

Mr. Michael Alston, night supervisor in the maintenance
department has been a valuable employee to Old Town Trolley for the
last six years. Michael composed the initial data analysis on Cummins
troubling 5.9 propane engines in 2007 which took him three months
to complete along with his normal duties. Michael volunteered to
lead the night shift when we had no night supervision at all. Which
meant he had to leave his day time position. Michael has been on
nights for the last five years. This has made a significant difference in
our overall night shift operation. In January 2012, Michael completed
an additional data analysis on Cummins troubling 5.9 propane
engines. This consisted of reviewing numerous files from 2007 to
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2012, reporting downtime of
trolleys, financial resources spent
on parts for each trolley, and
calculation of man hours spent
on each trolley. Michael has been
the first employee to complete
his ASE Mechanical Certification
to include the completion of
three certifications and he is
currently working on completing
his 4th certification. We would
like to inform everyone of the
significant sacrifices that Michael
Mama Leah is one of our First
has made for this organization
Impressionists. She’s a new mommy!
by stepping up and volunteering
for difficult assignments. As his supervisor, I would like to be the
first to extend my sincere “thank you” and let everyone at Old Town
Trolley know how valuable of an employee Michael Alston is to the
organization.

Let’s Get Physical
Old Town Trolley Style!
by Loletta Edwards; Head Conductor

Everybody knows that March marks off the madness here in
Washington, DC. So from March until September we encourage our
Drivers to get into shape for the season. Our loops are long because
of traffic and our summers are extremely hot. The weak will not
survive. So we tell our Drivers and Sales Reps to get in what we like
to call “Trolley Shape”. That’s when you exercise by stretching and/
or working out, pretty much conditioning your body to do really long
hours.
My first regimen consisted of skateboarding. I went out to
everybody’s favorite store “Wally World” (aka Wal-Mart) and bought
the cutest skateboard I could find. It was blue and pink and even had
a Japanese character on the bottom. Instead of looking for cute, I
should have looked for sturdy. So it’s skateboarding time! This should
be easy. I played Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater one and two. I grabbed
the skateboard with no pads or helmet and headed to the closest
skate park to conquer the concrete. Surprisingly I did really well. I
didn’t fall a single time. A week went by and I thought I was a pro. I
came up with this brilliant idea to ride the skateboard while holding

on to the back of my car. Well, it
was stupid from the start. There
were way too many potholes
and as I yelled for the driver to
“SLOW DOWN”, he claimed to
have heard “SPEED UP”. So as
I’m weighing my options (do I
continue to hold on and incur
this pothole? Or let go?). All you
heard next was WHAM! And I’m
Sales Rep of the Year is
not talking about the 80s pop
Anthony Sadler.
group starring George Michael
and Andrew Ridgely. It was the sound of me letting go. Good thing
nothing was hurt but my pride. Talk about waking up before you go
go.
I decided to give up skateboarding and do something safer. Biking!
Well I’m kind of cheap, so I asked around and the bike gods had my
back. A co-worker was giving two away. So I took them both with a
smile on my face. Well, unfortunately, one of the bike’s brakes didn’t
work. Considering the skateboard accident, I needed some brakes,
so I took the bike to a local repair store to get it fixed. Well, fixing
the bike would cost $130. That’s a brand new bike, are you kidding
me? So, I decided to fix the bike myself. How hard can it be to put on
brakes? Well, if you have never put on brakes, the answer is “mega
hard”. Here’s a lesson boys and girls, never take apart something that
doesn’t come with a written manual—especially if you have no idea
how to put it together in the first place! Anyway, I took the brakes off
one bike and put them on the other. It turned out good. Now for a
test drive. I jumped on the bike and headed to my Grandma’s house
six blocks from my house and mostly downhill. Well, guess what
doesn’t work? You guessed it! My brakes don’t work! I was dodging
cars going 25 mph downhill. Then to make matters worse, half a block
from my destination the bike jerks to a stop. WHEW! I’m safe. But
wait! The bike no longer pedals. What in the world? Not only did I
not fix the brakes, but NOW I have a broken frame. What else can go
wrong? Oh yeah, I had to walk home uphill lugging a bike wheels that
don’t roll.
I pretty much was on the verge of giving up. I was talking to my
“Bestie”, Abe Burgos, and mentioned my troubles. When he finally
stopped laughing at my misfortune, Abe told me that I should stick
to video games. He said I was awesome at them and I wouldn’t get
hurt. What an awesome idea. I went out and bought an XBOX 360
with Kinect and got to work. Then I sprained my wrist playing virtual
tennis…will my luck ever get better? Join me next issue to find out.

Celebrity Sightings with
Big Fun, Bill Thomas and Mike Goggin
by Dwon “Big Fun” Gillis; Conductor

Conductor of year Stephen O’Brien
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Duck Captain of the year is Frank
Santacroce

Every year for the past three decades, the Kennedy Center
has honored many Entertainers for their extraordinary talent and
creativity. For the past few years, we here (at OTT Wash) have been

The Nation’s Storyteller

asked to help with assisting many
celebrities to the White House
for a reception before the main
event. We used the Old Town
Trolley vehicles. Our duties were
to pick up the stars from their
limousines and transport them
to the front door of the White
House, while keeping them nice
and warm, and in some cases,
Supporting CASTmember of the year
dry. Among the many celebrities
Doug Dorsey
I’ve carried at the most recent
gala on Sunday, November 8,
2013, was David Letterman.
David Letterman is one of the
most influential personalities
in the history of television. He
continues to entertain us nightly
with his wit and charm. I must
say, he was very polite and after
shaking my hand and saying
hello he proceeded to his seat
on the trolley, along with his
Eboni with J’Lo is Eboni Lynch,
wife
and son. He also had in his
Sales Representative with J’Lo.
company the talented musician
Paul Schaffer, who provides the music on the Late Show. Before we
departed, I had to read him his rights, starting with NO SMOKING,
NO MOVING AROUND THE TROLLEY, KEEP EVERYTHING INSIDE THE
WINDOWS AND NO DRINKING ANY ALCOHOL. You should have seen
the look in his eyes when I said no alcohol. In past years, I welcomed
many other famous people on my trolley for such White House
events which included Beyonce, Jay-Z, Sir Paul McCartney, Oprah
Winfrey and the list goes on. Yes, I read them their rights also. I’m
BIG FUN...OTT WASH DC’s finest. Remember Big Fun is the only type
of fun allowed in Washington.
by Bill Thomas; Conductor

You never know who you’ll meet on a Trolley Tour of Washington.
In 2008, I was doing a night tour with 40 people on board when I
spotted Rep. Dennis Kucinich, who, at the time, was running for
President.
I had gone to a Kucinich fundraiser a few years before. Not
because I was a supporter; a friend invited me. Kucinich and I -- the
only ones left by the end of the evening -- went bowling. The guy was
good.
Anyway, I stopped at a red light on Capitol Hill just as Kucinich
arrived at the intersection and I invited him to join us. I introduced
him to the guests, and he took it from there, talking about everything
from the economy to U.S.-China relations. It was like a campaign stop
right in the middle of the tour.
Then came “the press conference.” People started asking him
about the housing bubble and the stock market collapse. Kucinich

never missed a beat. And the whole thing only lasted a few minutes.
“I think you may have picked up some votes,” I told him.
“I hope so,” he replied.
Time for one more question?
Sure, he said, sounding just like a frontrunner
“How do you spell your name?” asked a man in the back of
trolley. “With a ‘C’ or a ‘K’?”
by Mike Goggin; Night Operations Manager

Up to this point, we’ve talked about one of our night tour drivers
meeting a comedian on board an Old Town Trolley and another
meeting a politician. Well, this is my story about meeting a comedian
/ politician.
Our night tours begin at Union Station, and in peak season we
often have so many trolleys staging for night tours that some of them
have to wait in the wings on the side streets near the station before
the dispatcher calls them in.
That’s the situation I found myself in on a warm summer evening
nearly two years ago on a street within direct line of sight of the
United States Capitol. I stepped off the trolley to cool off a bit and
I heard a distinctive laugh coming from a man walking behind me.
I said to myself, “That sounds just like Stuart Smalley from Saturday
Night Live!” and sure enough, when I turned around, Sen. Al Franken
from Minnesota was walking along D Street NE with another younger
gentleman, probably one of his legislative aides. As the two passed by
me, I said to the Senator, “I knew I recognized that laugh.” He smiled
and acknowledged me and the two continued walking. If I had known
about Bill Thomas’ encounter with Rep. Dennis Kucinich at the time,
I would have invited them on board and they could have offered the
safety tips (along with a daily affirmation perhaps!) to my guests
when I pulled into Union Station.

Time Travel and Safety
by Stephen “Mr. Holiday” O’Brien; Safety Officer

The idea of time travel appeals to a safety officer trainee for lots
of reasons. Most tantalizing, is the belief that a “do-over,” a chance
to redirect those fateful seconds before an accident, would yield
a different result. Also, a little time-space bending would permit
me to be at two or three places at the same time. I’d be able to
do scheduled inspections, complete weekly and monthly reports,
and be in the field to nurture relationships with all those who really
implement safety.
But alas, time travel is not an item in any foreseeable OTT budget,
and my time and energies are spread a little thin. Only two weeks
into the job, my activities allow me only to keep my nose above the
water, but those to whom I report provide the necessary guidance
and help me set priorities. I know the future holds a balance and
flow in safety leadership that will yield the myriad benefits of safe
operations. My dream is to be the person who gets the reports done
and who facilitates a vibrant community of coworkers who apply
their talents and attention for the goal of enjoying the benefits of a
safe workplace.
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Depot Sales

Pow! Zoom! Zip!...Penguin

by Teresa Butts; Depot Sales Manager

Now that it’s the off season, members of the sales team are
taking their time off to enjoy themselves before Cherry Blossom
begins. Linda Hazelton took a trip to Mardi Gras, and judging from
the hundreds of beads that she brought back, well let’s just say what
happens at Mardi Gras STAYS at Mardi Gras!
Eboni Lynch and BJ Whiteside took a couple of days off to go to a
comedy show. Their daughter was out of town, and wait, the comedy
show was in town and one evening!
Johnny Del Rosario took a few weeks off and traveled home
to the Dominican Republic. I have seen a few photos on Facebook
of him in the D.R. HEY Johnny, who is the beautiful woman in the
photos with you that you call “WIFEY”? Did you go home, fall in love,
and get married?
Finally, we have a new sales representative, Shervone Rhones.
Welcome Shervone, just in time for Cherry Blossoms. Also, at our
holiday party, Anthony Sadler was chosen as Sales Representative of
the Year. Congratulations and way to go Anthony!

Things are Just Ducky in DC
by Larry Warren; Duck Operations Manager

The third weekend in March brought the annual St. Patrick’s Day
celebration to Washington, D.C., and the opening days of the annual
tour season for the DC Ducks. With all six ducks ready for service,
and warmer weather already enveloping the nation’s capital, 2013
appears to be a good opportunity for record numbers of happy Ducks
guests.
“All we have to do is make sure we don’t get lost,” joked Capt.
Larry Warren, Ducks operations manager. “The whole circle in front
of Union Station has been rebuilt, and the beginning of our route has
had to change. Some of our first sights now will be out last sights. It’s
all a matter of rearranging our script.”
Winter maintenance saw fresh paint applied to some of the fleet,
and new sound systems installed on all of them. Seats were cleaned,
sanded and re-painted, and decks were made to look like new. After
repair and replacement of some of the mechanical features of the
Ducks, every one passed annual inspections by the US Coast Guard
with flying colors.
During the Ducks season, mid March through October, the
Washington Monument will be encased in scaffolding as work to
repair damage done by the August, 2011, earthquake in Washington
begins in earnest. The work will give Ducks captains something more
to talk about with their guests, though, since half the $15-million
cost of the repairs is being paid by a single local businessman, David
Rubenstein, a billionaire who subscribes to the belief of Microsoft
founder Bill Gates that he should give away at least half of his fortune.
He also paid for the restoration of the copy of England’s Magna
Carta, on display at the National Archives, and construction of the
panda habitat at the National Zoo. “This man deserves a solid gold
quacker,” said Ducks Capt. Jim Nichols. “He’s my hero. Mentioning
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Proud Owner: Abe Burgos; Charter and Group Sales Manager

Can I tell you how
happy I was to see that
we have Pet of the
Month. For the past
12+ years that I have
been here at Old Town
Trolley Tours I’ve wanted
to write up a Pet of the
Month article. And it
seems that whenever
Penguin
we talk about pets at the
office, we tend to either
bring up Moe (Teresa’s
dog), Eric’s dog breeding
side business, or Citgo
the office cat. Well now
that I have the reigns of
this article I get to talk
about our pet hamster,
Penguin.
Some of you may
know that I met Danielle,
my wife, right here at
OTT WDC. We started as
conductors the very same
day. Matthew Murphy
actually recruited both
of us and we now have
been happily married for
eight and a half years.
Our two sons, Ethan (six)
and Matthew (three),
The dynamic duo,
live with us in a small
Matthew and Ethan.
town Fredericksburg, VA.
Penguin is Ethan’s.
He asked for a hamster this past Christmas. And because he was
such a good boy, Ethan got his first pet. Actually Santa didn’t
leave a hamster for Ethan. Santa left the supplies. He thought it
would be more fun if Ethan got to pick out his own pet. Penguin
has a black furry back and a white furry stomach. When Ethan
picked her out at the pet store, he knew right away and they
bonded.
Penguin can run, jump, stand on her hind legs, and
even climb stairs. What a feat! Plus, when Ethan
and Matty dress up in their Batman and Robin
costumes they have a villain. Penguin! Luckily
the Dynamic Duo have not yet lost a battle with
their foe.
his generosity during my tours really personalizes Washington for
people from all over the world.”
Other changes in the capital may come during the season, the
result of cuts in federal spending due to the “sequester” that began
in March. Already, visiting hours for some attractions on the National
Mall have been scaled back, and White House tours have been
eliminated.

The Nation’s Storyteller
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Jerry Miller

General Manager; Washington DC
background
At the time of writing this, I have been the General Manager of
the Washington DC operations for only 4 days (and 1 of those days,
I had to shut the place down due to snow). To say that I am excited
about this opportunity would be a huge understatement. I think
everybody enjoys a good challenge, but I thrive on it!
I am a Midwestern corn-fed farm boy, born and raised in
Centralia, Illinois, a small farm and railroad town of 14,000 located
64 miles due east of St. Louis (GO CARDS!) and about 250 miles
south of Chicago (better luck next time, cubbies). I got married
in 1984 and moved to suburban Atlanta, Georgia in 1986 (GO
BRAVES!).
In Atlanta, I worked for a United Van Lines agent and managed
a local Dunkin Donuts (time to make the donuts). I left DD in 1989
and began a nine year accounting/finance career at Sun Data,
a computer reseller and IBM Value-Added Reseller. During this
time, we had our first (and only) child, Joshua, and I went back to
school to get my BS in Business Operations from DeVry University in
Decatur, Georgia. Divorce hit in 1997.
In 1998, I left Sun Data (and Atlanta) and moved to St. Paul,
Minnesota, taking an Office Manager position at a glass and glazing
organization. I remember ironing a shirt one morning and hearing
the TV weatherman say, “Burr…..it’s cold out there: 45° below zero
with a wind chill of 92° below”, and even though I like cold weather
and snow much better than heat and humidity, there are limits to
what one’s body can comfortably tolerate. I remember thinking, “Oh
no….I ain’t fixin’ to deal with this!” I lasted one winter and moved
back to Atlanta in 1999, taking an Accounting Manager position
at BMC Solutions, a computer hardware repair and maintenance
organization. From BMC, I moved on to Czarnowski Exhibit Services
as their Controller. During my tenure at Czarnowski, I managed their
accounting/finance department and provided all human resources
functions for a facility of 250+ employees, specializing in tradeshow
and display exhibits.
An incredible opportunity was offered to me by Premier
Exhibitions, the producer of museum-quality exhibitions like
Bodies: The Exhibition and Titanic: The Artifact Exhibition. So in
2007, I accepted the position of National Director of Operations,
overseeing the daily operations of 22 permanent and touring
entertainment exhibitions. Finally! A job where I could put my
degree to good use! The economy hit the entertainment business
hard and even though I survived three downsizings in 2010, in
December, I fell victim to #4.
I left Atlanta (again) in 2011 and relocated to Orlando. I’m not
sure why, considering my dislike of heat and humidity, but I have
always believed that everything happens for a reason. Sure ‘nuff…a
year later, I applied for a GM Trainee position with a trolley outfit
out of St. Augustine, Florida. A couple weeks later, I received a
call from Joanna Huestis and badda bing badda boom, after three

months of training with the fine folks
in St. Augustine, I’m now the General
Manager Old Town Trolley Tours and DC
Ducks Tours of Washington DC, residing in
Woodbridge, Virginia, with my son, Josh.
Whoda thunk it?
In closing this long-winded article, I
feel a need to say one more thing: When
I walked into the St. Augustine offices, I told myself, “don’t get
attached and try not to get too close to anyone. You’re only going
to be here a short time.” Little did I know that Dave Chatterton and
his CAST would open their arms like they did and welcome me into
their family. I spent 3 months under the tutelage of Dave and his
CAST and I have to say, I had more fun in that short 3 months than
I had probably had in my entire career. If any CAST members are
ever in St. Augustine, look up these fine folks and spend some time
learning the rich history of our country’s first city: St. Augustine.
The CAST members there are a class act. Thank you, my brothers
and sisters in St. Augustine. I miss you all!
PS: I missed sending you a picture of me in my first DC snow,
but when it snows again, you have a “shorts and orange sneakers”
picture coming!

Q | What is your greatest fear?
A | Being a disappointment or a failure in the eyes of my

son.

Q | On what occasion do you lie?
A | Never. As I continue to age, if I lie, I am testing my

memory, which is a part of me that isn’t near as sharp as it
once was.

Q | What talent would you most like to have?
A | The ability to play the piano and saxophone.

I took
piano lessons as a kid but unfortunately, never seriously
pursued it.

Q | What is your favorite occupation?
A | Being the General Manager of Old Town Trolley

Tours and DC Duck Tours of Washington DC.

Q | What do you consider your greatest achievement?
A | Going back to school at the age of 26 after having a

child one year earlier and while holding down a 50-60 hour
per week management position.
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| vendor spotlight |
Hilton Washington and Tours

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY

Abe Aburish

february

Eric Holmes, 17 years
Abraham Burgos, 13 years
Laurence Warren, 12 years
Stephen O’Brien, 8 years
Kent Thomas, 8 years
Edward Hatch, 7 years
Ryland Jones, 6 years
Michael Hart, 6 years
Robert Ray, 6 years
Debra Budd, 6 years
Arlene Holder, 5 years
Jorge Bernardo, 5 years
Darin Delrosario, 3 years
Colin McLaren, 2 years
Adam Johnson, 2 years
Ross Adelson, 1 year
James Brady, 1 year
Lemuela Bryant, 1 year

by Terrie Thomas; Vendor Representative

The annual cherry blossom festival is
fast approaching in Washington DC.

trolley

Terri Southern
Norman Allen
David Curtis
Shervone Rhones
Barbara Williams

march

Robert Norris, 9 years
Sheila Marshall, 7 years
Teresa Butts, 4 years
Linda Hazelton, 3 years
Xzenniz Robertson, 3 years
Asia Gaines, 3 years
Anthony Coney, 3 years

st. augustine

retail

Clarence Coley
Leanora John Baptiste

of the year

Stephen O’Brien, Conductor
Anthony Sadler, Sales Representative
Doug Dorsey, Supporting
Michael Hart, ESP

january

Walter King, Conductor
Jaquita Smith, Sales Representative
Jose Lopez, Supporting

Let me introduce Abe
Aburish. Abe was born into
his family’s business of tours
and transportation. Back in
the day, Abe’s Dad started a
tour company in Jerusalem
that expanded to also offer
tours in Bethlehem. As the
family grew, several members
moved to the Washington,
DC area. In 1978, Abe’s Dad
and his four brothers started
a small airport transportation
company.
With their
experience back home, his
family turned this one sedan
service into a thriving company with 50 vehicles including buses,
vans and stretches. Abe felt nothing else excited him more then
to continue this family business. In 2010, Abe took over the tour
desk at the Hilton Washington so his father could retire. As I sat
and talked to him, he struck me as a most humbling man. He takes
pride in his position to accommodate the needs of his guests. Out
of all the stories he could tell me about, the following story moved
me almost to tears:
A guest came to Abe’s desk and she wanted to book a night
tour. He sold her a ticket and gave her directions to the location
she needed to pick up the tour. Due to the time of day, there
was a transition between the ending of the day tour and the
beginning of the night tour. The guest accidentally boarded a day
tour vehicle. When Abe discovered this, he knew the guest would
not make her night tour. He didn’t have her number and the hotel
only had her office number in the system. He contacted the tour
company to ask the dispatcher to reach out to all drivers to locate
the guest and without success, he lost her. Over the next year,
Abe thought about this guest, admitting to himself that out of his
entire career, he lost one guest. One year later, this same guest
came back to his desk and thanked him for helping her. The tour
company announced thru their radio her name, she heard it. The
company took her to the right tour. Over that year, Abe fretted
about losing her when in fact she was found. Great job Abe.

This beautiful archway will mark the entrance into “Old Town”, the new incarnation of the Old Jail complex.

“Old Town”

will also provide a second home
to St. Augustine’s Spice and
Tea Exchange, one of our most
successful downtown retailers.

… A Work In Progress
by David Chatterton; General Manager

We are doing some great things with St. Augustine’s main
trolley depot at the Authentic Old Jail. We are developing the
whole complex into a new venue called “Old Town”. We opened
the Oldest Store Museum last year to great success, and are
now adding even more attractive content to make this a must-see
destination-within-a-destination for visitors and residents.
The first step in our rebranding campaign will be the installation
of a beautiful archway that will span the entrance into the area.
The name “Old Town” is especially appropriate because of how the
property’s attractions are themed – all frozen in time in 1908.
What guests will get when they arrive here is a total immersion
experience, with our history tellers all in costume and in character,
so that a simple question from a guest about where to find the
“rest rooms” might be answered with a look of confusion, until the
“deputy” or “shopkeeper” finally understands and responds, “Oh,
you mean the outhouse! It’s right over there. Just watch out for that
raccoon that’s been nesting in the corner – she can be mighty ornery
when disturbed.”
Hildreth House… Another part of the transformation process of
the complex into Old Town is the renovation of the Hildreth House.
We have been sprucing it up inside and out so that it can provide
another look at life in the early 20th century here in St. Augustine. It

Oldest Store
Museum Stage Set

As we continue to embellish
the Oldest Store Museum, we’ve
been working on a stage set for
Hildreth House was the North Wing
the part of the building that The
of the original Hildreth Mansion, an
1870s Greek Revival home that still
faces the street. We plan to have
stands in the Old Fullerwood section
a group of costumed “figures”,
of St. Augustine. This wing has been
twice, with its second relocation
designed and carved by our own moved
bringing it to Old Town and saving it
from demolition.
Monte Triz, sitting on the front
porch in a historical diorama, and
we’re looking forward to the double-takes of passers-by.
We’ve already added another unusual prop to the front of the
Store. It’s a splendid example of a 20th century innovation that had
a significant impact on agriculture. It is a manure spreader, but don’t
turn your nose up at that! It was a major contributor to helping make
farming less labor-intensive, and the story of how it was invented is
a fascinating one:.
We believe that Old Town will be an important new point of
interest among the many things St. Augustine has to see and do.
Come visit soon, but be prepared to feel the time lag!

february

Walter King, Conductor
Jaquita Smith, Sales Representative
Earl Ricks, Supporting
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facebook.com/washingtontours

As part of the Old Town transformation, all St. Augustine dispatchers will now
wear an authentic Trolley Conductor costume, in true 1908 style. From left to right:
Operations Manager Michelle LaRocco, Lead Conductor Mark MacFarlane, Lead
Conductor Randy Rose and Safety Officer Steve Everett.

This new text panel explains the importance of the manure spreader
to agricultural progress, and how the innovation came about.

February - March 2013
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Pam Reed
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The Old Powder House Inn

Conductor, St. Augustine

This is just the first stop, at the Aviles
Restaurant of the Bayfront Hilton Hotel.
The chocolates continue for another
hour and a half!

Chef Bon Bon, world-renowned
chocolate expert and taster
extraordinaire, hosts the Chocolate Tour
with plenty of style and panache!

St. Augustine’s
Original Chocolate Tour
by Jerry Miller; GM Trainee (current OTT-WDC General Manager)

Just when you thought it was safe to go back on your diet, Old
Town Trolley Tours brings you St. Augustine’s Original Chocolate Tour!
Our full dress rehearsal of the tour on Dec. 29th introduced
some special guests to the two-hour tour, hosted by our own William
“Chef Jean-Claude Bon Bon” McComb and Garrett “Chef Malt Ball”
Stephens. It’s a guided journey of chocolate revelation, with stops at
the Aviles Restaurant at the Bayfront Hilton, the San Sebastian Winery
and the Raintree Restaurant. Guests were treated to amazing buffets
of chocolate appetizers, chocolate-themed entrees, chocolate paired
with port wine, and a delectable chocolate molten cake for dessert!
Everyone took home a goody bag filled with samplings of Whetstone
Chocolates,
Peterbrooke’s
famous chocolate popcorn, and
a customized diploma from the
HTA Institute of Chocology.
The Chocolate Tour is a
february
specialty tour that has become
John Anderson, 14 years
extremely popular with locals and
David Robb, 9 years
chocolate-lovers
everywhere.
James Gill, 6 years
Bryce Edwards, 1 year
It goes out every Saturday in
Joi Bryan, 1 year
January and February, with the
weekends around Valentine’s
march
Day filling up fast.
Edwin Sage, 18 years
Malcom Spindle, 11 years
Ernest Poore, 8 years
Jay Friend, 5 years
Danguole Capas, 4 years
Linda Riskus, 4 years
Sierra Bianchini
William Norris II, 3 years
Justin Register
Marc Dobinsky, 2 years
Michael Williams
Briana Serna, 2 years
Lori Ann Alwine, 1 year
Kelly Hardyman
John Hunter, 1 year
Holly Kelly

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
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background
I was born in Cincinnati,
Ohio. After graduating from
Ohio State, I moved to Los
Angeles, California, and
then to Denver, Colorado,
where I was the convention
and meeting planner for
a national company. I met
my husband-to-be at one
of my meetings, and after a
whirlwind courtship of 40
days, we were married!! It
was a good decision, because
we will celebrate our 41st
Pam Reed is one of our most valued and
anniversary this year!
most praised CASTmembers, as her many
My husband, Don, is a golden pickles clearly show. She even has
“Florida boy,” so when he her own parking shuttle named after her!
retired we moved to Palm Coast, Florida. I wasn’t ready to retire,
and luckily I found the perfect job at Old Town Trolley. I began in
2000 as a trolley driver and for the past six years I’ve been driving
the hotel shuttle.

Q | What is your favorite vacation spot?
A | I love to travel and it’s hard to pick just one place, but I’d

have to put Paris at the top of the list.

Q | If you could choose one reality TV show to be on,

what would it be?

A | The Amazing Race!!
Q | Which talent would you most like to have?
A | I’d love to be able to sing. I really can’t carry a tune.

by Melissa Mezick; Vendor Representative

This Victorian-themed room is called “Queen Anne’s
Lace”. The boot is actually a pillow.

Owners Katie and Kal Kalieta will be your hosts
during your stay at the lovely
Old Powder House Inn in St. Augustine.

The “Memories” room gives you an
opportunity to enjoy peace and quiet
in the midst of the busy historic district.

Old Town Trolleys LOVES The Old Powder House Inn Bed and our B&B...so park your car and forget it! Our Bed and Breakfast is
Breakfast! Innkeepers Katie and Kal will not only make you feel totally smoke free for your health and comfort.
special, they’ll treat you like family from the moment you meet
When you’re not out and about, you will enjoy the hospitality
them.
that distinguishes The Old Powder House Inn Bed and Breakfast.
Escape to a romantic getaway at our charming turn-of- At your leisure, enjoy complimentary coffee and specialty teas,
the-century Victorian Bed and Breakfast Inn in the heart of St. cool lemonade, and delicious Inn-baked sweets. We’ll assist you
Augustine’s
beautiful
with dinner reservations,
“One
of
The
Top
“Best
Overall”
Bed
&
Breakfasts
in
North
America.”
Historic District. Towering
discount
attraction
-Arrington’s Inn Traveler Book of Lists Award
pecan and oak trees shade 		
tickets, and information
verandas, courtyards, and
about our City.
gardens where you can relax with a cool drink, listen to the passing
Breakfast is an event at our Bed and Breakfast. Our two
horse-drawn carriages, and let your imagination take you back charming dining rooms have tables for two that are as private or
through centuries of St. Augustine history.
as conversational as you choose to be. Our full gourmet breakfasts
Innkeepers Katie and Kal welcome you to The Old Powder House are simply scrumptious. We can accommodate most dietary
Inn Bed and Breakfast where history is at our doorstep, and gracious restrictions. Visit our breakfast page to learn more.
hospitality is just over our threshold. St. Augustine’s splendor is best
We at The Old Powder House Inn Bed and Breakfast look
appreciated the old-fashioned way - strolling hand-in-hand with forward to making your stay in St. Augustine an experience that will
your sweetheart. So slow down, relax, and let St. Augustine show have you longing to return to our beautiful, romantic, and historic
you her charm. Everything is within walking distance of your bed city - and our delightful B&B.
and breakfast! We have private, on-site parking for all our guests at

Q | What is your favorite occupation?
A | I love what I’m doing now, but I also loved travelling and

doing conventions.

december

Q | What do you most value in your friends?
A | Honesty, loyalty and a healthy dose of humor.
twitter.com/staugustinetour
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Juan Sanchez, Conductor
Kirby Boles, Sales Rep
Anne Marie Maltbie, Supporting
Fred Harris, Maintenance
Jeff King, History Teller
Chris Kiamil, Ghost Host

january

William Fish, Conductor
Chris Holmes, Sales Rep
Charlotte Harris, Supporting
Bonnie Nicol, History Teller
James DeFoor, Ghost Host
Marcia Viojcsik, Pickle

february

Sherry Freed, Conductor
Chris Holmes, Sales Rep
Rene Gutierrez, Supporting
Nicole Falcao, History Teller
Chris Kiamil, Ghost Host
Bill Swicegood, Pickle

facebook.com/staugustinetours
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savannah
Welcome to 2013, Ya’ll!
by Charlie Brazil; General Manager

We here at Old Town Trolley Tours of Savannah are excited at the
prospects of the New Year, and February heralds the “soft start” to
our season, which begins in earnest in March. The usual trimmings
of “off season” preparation are drawing to a close, beginning with
the certification of our 2013 Conductor class (nine total conductors
added to our ranks) and the presentation of our budget to the
esteemed HTA officers as well as changes to our products, signs,
maps, etc. readying for the anthill to be kicked over during the last
week of March. Kudos to Safety/Training Officer Kenny Gresham, his
assistants Tommy Altizer and Carl Williams and a strong assist from
our Operations Manager, Marcie Larkin, for pushing our large class
through the process to get them ready in time for season. SUPER
Kudos to Jon Watkins, HR/Payroll Manager for his herculean effort in
recruiting these fine folks along with a gaggle of new ghosties, some
mechanics, sales reps, and I believe even a partridge in a pear tree.
Calling nearly a hundred people, conducting orientations, filling out
paperwork and all the other things involved in bringing on the CAST
we’ll need to get through our season is nothing short of a miracle. It
is only because of our ultra-talented Leadagement and CAST that we
can get it done, year after year.
We are excited to welcome a new attraction partner to our
family- effective the end of February, we will be offering the Massie
Heritage Museum in place of the Savannah History Museum in many
of our packages. We believe the guests will enjoy this multi-faceted
museum that includes not only a first class introduction to the history
of Savannah, including a detailed map of the Oglethorpe Plan, but
also a terrific architecture exhibit, one of the only Native American
exhibits in the historic district and
a terrific garden. All this and an
elevator too- I think they’ll be
busy this year. Their enthusiasm
with regard to our partnership
has us feeling very blessed to
have them aboard- WELCOME.
In addition to this exciting
change, we have added some
terrific African-American history
to our tour route in the form of
the 2nd African Baptist Church
and will be adding the King Tisdell
Cottage as one of our stops.
These additions will augment our
already strong offerings related to
this very critical aspect of our city
heritage. Look for us to activate
the stop for King Tisdell around
Two new signs for our car parking area. April 1st.
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With these additions and everything else we’ve done over the
course of our short, but oh so sweet “off-season”- the CAST of OTTSavannah is ready to dive into another season leading the HTA nation
in ridership and showing everyone the beauty of Savannah, where
the tea is always sweet, and the hospitality is always warm! Look
forward to seeing you soon!

It’s time to turn
the City GREEN!
by Marcie Larkin; Operations Manager

Savannah starts the celebration of St. Patrick’s week with dozens
of local Irish Catholics observing the 29th Celtic Cross Ceremony, a
celebration of family, heritage and faith.
The Savannah Pipes (bag pipers) and Drums, the Knights of
Columbus color guard and the St. Patrick’s Day Parade Committee
Flags of Ireland group, Irish heritage groups and churchgoers alike
marched from a special Mass at the Cathedral of St. John the Baptist
to Emmet Park, more than a half-mile to the north.
There, the heritage groups draped
their banners atop the bushes surrounding
the East Bay Street park’s Irish limestone
Celtic cross monument. The ceremony’s
guest speaker talked to the crowd about
Irish heritage and faith in the United
States. Then they bless a white, green and
orange floral wreath that had been placed
at the base of the monument.
The parade on Saturday is of course the The Colonel getting ready to
big day, but the Celtic Cross Ceremony is deliver shamrock cookies to
our vendors.
what it’s all about. It’s about past, present,
future, church and family, and honoring our great grandparents and
parents and those that have died in the military.
At the end of the ceremony, a live oak was planted in this honor
at the east end of the park, near where trees have been planted in
past ceremonies.
Then it’s time to turn the fountains GREEN! Green dye is poured
into the water feeding the white fountain and its surrounding white
fixtures in Forsyth Park, turning everything shamrock green. Other
city squares that have fountains in them are also turned shamrock
green. I was happy to see one of the Victorian houses decorating the
fence with our favorite colors, ORANGE and GREEN!
One of my favorite celebrations is the weekend before the parade,
Tara Feis. Tara Feis is a family-friendly festival meant to pay tribute to
traditional Irish culture.
In addition to bands and Irish dancers, it includes crafts, face
painting and an Irish-themed magic show. It’s a non-alcoholic festival
geared toward the children and families to enjoy themselves in the
beautiful park. The weather was wonderful and all the children
seemed to be having such a wonderful time.
Early on the morning of the St. Patrick’s Day Parade, the city is
really quiet and in the air is the wonderful sound of the bag pipers

The Nation’s Storyteller

playing in the squares. The sound echo’s throughout the city and has
a calming effect. But that calm doesn’t last long as the parade goers
and participants begin to line the streets. Last year was the largest
parade that we have ever had and this year is supposed to the largest
in the world. Over a million people will grace us with their presence
for our week long celebration. Eating green grits, wearing anything
and everything green and even drinking green beer.
Parade day takes over the whole city and this is the only day
that most of our Savannah operation is closed, though we still have
phones to answer, a couple of shuttle drivers working hard around
town and a maintenance crew on hand just in case. After months of
planning for this special week, it gives our CAST the opportunity to
take a little time to enjoy this wonder festival with their families.

up with at the next meeting. If no
remedy was found, we re-double
our efforts as the problem has to
be resolved.
Pictured is the wheelchair
training that is the monthly
training requirement for February
but suggested in our safety
committee by our very own GM,
Charlie Brazil, that we practice
every day. Thanks Colonel Bob
Hunter and Capt. Paul Chauvin
for your hard work with this.

Safety and Training

Kenny discusses safety with ESPN
anchor, Kevin Negandhi. Kevin is the
son-in-law of our very own Richard Ellis;
AP/AR Manager and computer guru in
Savannah.

HR Report

by Kenny Gresham; Safety and Training Officer

by Jon Watkins; Director of Human Resources

“If you build it, they will come” – Field of Dreams. Well, it’s built
in Savannah. Send the tourists. We just graduated nine new daytime
conductors and one conductor for the Ghosts and Gravestones Tour.
Also returning to the Ghosts and Gravestones venue is one of our
safest drivers, Lexi Alexander. Welcome back! Spring training is over
and the new class is raring to go. The average length of study for this
group was twenty-three days. Not bad considering the CDL test is
ninety miles away and has to be scheduled in advance - this doesn’t
leave any room for error. Assisting with the CDL driving was Carl
Williams who made a power point presentation for the CDL pre trip
inspection. This presentation is available to any operation that may
need it, just contact me directly. I coached students on the required
study for the city tour guide test and got lucky this year, hitting on
all cylinders with the needed study material. We lost no time with
repeat test takers save one or two and with us fine tuning our study
materials we didn’t experience the same past complaints that taking
the city tour guide test was like taking a physics exam!
Getting through these first two components rather unscathed
allowed more time to devote to the heart of the matter; i.e. the script
and driving the loop. This final element took about two weeks. Not as
much time as I would like to devote to it but adequate. I’d rather see
the conductors ride around longer gaining experience, but I realize
that experience comes from doing the job and practicing the safe
techniques learned in training. Tommy Altizer, veteran driver who
assisted with the driving and script training, and Carl did a wonderful
job with this new class. Thank you! Our operations manager, Marcie
Larkin-Covington, offered her assistance by taking time to ride with
some of the class that may have needed a little more coaching, and
offering helpful suggestions. Hats off to the Class of 2013!!
Safety training - we a have a safety committee that meets once a
month and discusses safety concerns from all areas of our operation;
sales, maintenance and cleaning, conductor, and administration.
Ideas are gathered and concerns identified. We don’t point fingers (On
most days - we’re not perfect), but offer solutions. This committee has
proven to be invaluable because it reaches all areas of the operation,
and the solutions to the challenges that were offered are followed

Let me start out by congratulating our “Of the Year” award
winners for 2012. After much deliberation among the Leadagers
because of all of the great candidates we finally came to a consensus.
GM Charlie Brazil made the announcements at our holiday party at
the Pirates House. The “Of the Year” award winners are Conductor
– Jack Barrett, Sales Rep. – Willie Dennard, Supporting – Bean Kelly
and Rookie – Ruben Alegria. All are shining examples of outstanding
performance in 2012 and deserve our thanks.
We completed the Ghost Tour CASTmember acquisition on
February first when we hired six of the Savannah Talent Services
employees. We had previously contracted the talent management
for that product to Savannah Talent Services who were closing up
shop. The CASTmembers joining us are Rob Carroll, Chris Dudzinski,
Anastasia Gallant, Linda Sickler, Chris Wood and Megan Zern. We
are very glad they decided to join the OTT Savannah team! We have
been diligently recruiting additional Ghost Hosts and have hired Don
Clark, Leslie Hudgins, Kaylee Johnson, Kristina Prince, Evelyn Scott,
Brittany Segal and Amber Swain to get ready for season. All will have
their Savannah tour guide permits and will be giving tours by the time
you read this. We also welcome Lexi Alexander back to the fold as a
Ghost Conductor. In addition we have hired Judy Hightower as part
of our spring training class to be a ghost conductor.
January is a really busy time for me as we recruit for our spring
Conductor Class. This year we had all candidates audition for the
Conductor position. This worked out very well and will be something
we do every year going forward. Some of the candidates were
definitely natural actors and aced the audition part of the interview.
We welcome Kayla Black, Liz Brinson, Ralph Cowart, Aisha Daniels,
Larry Floyd, Art Fotopoulos, Don Green, Barri Marshall and Levinie
Wooten to the Company. The training for conductors is rigorous but
all will have completed the program and will be conducting tours by
the time you read this. I know that Kenny Gresham was really glad to
have Tommy Altizer, Bean Kelly and Carl Williams available to assist
with the training of the new Conductors.
Maintenance Manager Bruce Smith is really glad that we have
hired two new Mechanics, Mark Tilly and Jeff Williams to bring his
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department to full staffing. We also had Mechanic Evan Whitley here
with us for about six months. Evan transferred back to OTT Key West
in February and will be missed.
We welcome back Kim Evans, Administrative Assistant, who has
rejoined our merry admin group for this season. We are glad to have
Kim back with us taking good care of all the guests that call us for
reservations and information.
We have had several great CASTmeetings in the last couple
of months. In January we were on the Savannah Riverboat and in
February we were at Belford’s restaurant in the City Market. Both
locations are our partners and did a great job hosting us. In March
we will be hosted at Club One in the City Market and we will have the
world famous Lady Chablis performing for us.

And on the Maintenance Front
by Bruce Smith; Maintenance Manager

The busy season is on us once again; we have successfully
completed five propane conversions, two new Molly Trolleys, #332
and #333, and three of the 1998 Chevy P12 454 fuel injected units
#222, #239, and #240. We would like to think Evan Whitley who
was (UP HERE) from Key West for the past six months. He had the
painstaking job of doing most of the work, reworking the wiring
harness, installing the propane components and running the fuel
lines. They are doing very well, thank you for all your help. And now
he is back (DOWN THERE).
We have just received trolley # 200 from Boston to add to our
ghost fleet. Thank you Boston, we are glad to have it! With a larger
fleet this year, it may take some of the stress off the maintenance
department. Or not. We can only hope.
We welcome two new mechanics into the mix; Mark Tilley and
Jeff Williams. We will see this season if they are up to the challenges
this department has to offer, as it is not everybody’s cup of tea. I think
they will be fine. Have a great season.

...and A Few Words
from Depot Sales
by Garry Patrick; Depot Sales Manager

As I write this article Daylight Savings has begun! St Patrick’s Day
is just around the corner and the Azaleas are blooming. Spring is
in the air and the season has arrived. I love this time of year. I’m
sure all the sales staff agree. Thankfully we have maintained ALL our
sales team over the quieter months and added a few new players to
reinforce our position in the Savannah Market. We have developed
some new attractions and we look forward to showing our guests all
the City of Savannah has to offer.
Wade Holmes, the Ghost & Gravestones Manager and myself
took a drive to St Augustine to check out the G&G Tour. We had
a blast and really enjoyed seeing Noble Lester, the G&G Manager
deliver the nightly briefing to his team. The tour was excellent and
we enjoyed it immensely. We also attended morning briefing the next
day and caught up with our dear friends Dave Chatterton, Michelle
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LaRocco and Terry Akras. It was a very short trip but we both learned
a lot. See you next issue!

Musings by the Colonel
by Robert “The Colonel” Hunter; Vendor Sales Manager

Things here in Savannah vendor department are going along quite
well. We have added several new vendors in the past 11 months. The
online vendor program is really picking up. We are always looking
for a way to promote the trolleys here in Savannah. It seems that
our boarding passes are on the increase once again. We have two
representatives working for us at the Georgia Welcome Center and
they’re producing a great number of our boarding passes at that
location. Looks like we’re going to finish the year ahead of budget and
definitely ahead of last year. Now we are in the midst of preparedness
for the 189th St. Patrick’s Day weekend which is certainly one of the
busiest weekends in Savannah! I’ll be out and about with the revelers
passing out green and white shamrock (shaped) cookies for the
Cookie Program. It’ll be a beautiful 70 degree day to be out and about
amidst all the festivities!
In keeping with Irish tradition, I would like to close with this
blessing:
May the road rise to meet you,
May the wind be always at your back,
May the sun shine warm upon your face,
May the rains fall soft upon your fields,
And, until we meet again,
May God hold you in the palm of His hand.
Erin Go Bragh!

Planes, Cars, Elvis
and White Water Rafting
by Joyce Ellis; Groups & Charters Manager

Joyce (The Traveler) was busy workin’ it these past two months.
In February, I flew off to Little Rock, Arkansas for the annual
Travel South Showcase. The eleven
Southern States are represented and
we have the opportunity to meet with
“buyers” from across the nation that are
interested in bringing their groups to
the Southeast. I had approximately 60
appointments in two days with buyers
(travel agents, tour operators and motor
Ellis braving “white water
coach operators). We were wined and Joyce
rapids” compliments of the
dined at the Peabody Little Rock (known Charleston, WV Tourism Board,
host city for Travel South 2014.
for their famous ducks in the lobby
fountain), also ate and were entertained at the Clinton Presidential
Library and the Arkansas governor mansion. Even with all the food,
entertainment and white water rafting, I was able to book new group
business that more than paid for the trip! Success!!
Back in town for a few days, just in time to pick up Rod LaBranche
from the airport for his annual audit of Groups/Charters Dept as well
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as the Vendor program. No sooner had
Rod mentioned Paula Deen’s name,
a phone call was made and within 30
minutes of landing in Savannah, I had
Rod shaking hands with Paula Deen.
Boy, was he surprised!
A few days later, I drove to Memphis,
TN for a sales mission with our local
Joyce Ellis at Travel South in
Chamber of Commerce, Visit Savannah
Little Rock, AR
tour and travel department. We do
two sales missions a year in the spring
and fall. This year we had teams in
TN, KY and IN. This was a full week of
appointments with over 120 operators.
On the way back to Savannah I had Elvis
Rod and Joyce posing with Paula in the backseat.
Deen at her recent book signing
Throughout all the traveling, I had
Craig Armstrong our sales coordinator
holding down the Groups and Charters
department. I would like to publicly
acknowledge Craig’s hard work and
contributions to OTT-SAV. Without
his help, my department wouldn’t be
where it is today. Once again, we beat
goal for February and March!!
As I write this, we’re gearing up for
Joyce being serenaded by Elvis
another St. Patrick’s Day in Savannah. If
you’ve never been to Savannah’s St. Patrick’s Day celebrations…….all
I can say is “put it on your bucket list”. Welcome to Savannah, y’all.

Haunted Happenings

management will have more
scheduling flexibility.
Primarily we have been
focused on improving the tour
and setting the right expectation
for our guests. We want everyone
to know that we don’t just
Dale Howe, Concierge at the ANdAZ
have a ghost tour. We have a hotel speaking with guests about our
new Concierge services at the hotel.
tour that is family-friendly and
has something for everyone: some spooky folklore, a touch of the
paranormal, a few laughs and plenty of entertainment. In an attempt
to set a better expectation for our guests, we have looked at how we
present our tour from every angle.
The biggest changes on the horizon are set to take place in the
Gribble House portion of the tour. We will be implementing a new
investigation element to the presentation. Ghost Hosts have already
adopted a script rewrite that highlights activity in the building and
sets the stage for a paranormal experience unlike any other part
of the tour. Starting St. Patrick’s Day weekend, we will be doing a
test run of giving our guests
investigation equipment and
guiding them through a miniinvestigation of our highly active
building. To further enhance the
Margaret Benevides
experience, in the near future we
Elizabeth Brinson
will be adding audio samples of
Ralph Cowart Jr.
voices captured during full-length
Aisha Daniels
investigations of the building.
Oscar Floyd
Stay tuned for more to come!
Arthur Fotopoulos
Michael Harris
Judith Hightower
Leslie Hudgins
Kaylee Johnson
Barri Marshall
Evelyn Scott
William Stalnaker
february
Mark Tilley
Terry Hayes, 12 years
Cathy Vaccari
Alexandria Coleman, 10 years
Jeffrey Williams
Cindy Cantrell, 9 years
Jon Watkins, 5 years
Levinie Wooten
Carl Williams, 4 years
Alex Alexander
Francis Gleason 3 years
Kayla Black
Joseph Pelletreau, 1 year
Robert Carroll
Don Clark Jr.
march
Christopher Dudzinski
Peggy Joyce Ellis, 14 years
Kimberly Evans
Janice Emerson, 12 years
Anastasia Gallant
Jackson Barrett, 7 years
Donald Green
Barbara Roundtree, 5 years
Kristina Prince
Elizabeth Wiglesworth, 2 years
Brittany Segal
Allison Tuten, 3 years
Linda Sickler
Eric Coney, 3 years
James
Southworth
Willie Dennard IV, 2 years
Amber
Swain
Joseph Holmes, 1 year
Christopher Wood
James Gibby, 1 year
Meghan Zern
Jenard Wilson, 1 year

HAPPY

by Wade Holmes; Ghosts & Gravestones Manager

Well we officially made the transition! Ghosts and Gravestones
of Savannah is back in-house from third-party management. We
welcomed seven new CASTmembers who transferred from Savannah
Talent Services to Historic Tours of America. They are continuing
their excellent work of thrilling guests with their tales of the darker
side of Savannah as Ghosts and Gravestones begins a new chapter.
We have also welcomed seven brand new actors to join the
Ghosts and Gravestones cast. Congratulations to Leslie Hudgins,
Kaylee Johnson, Evelyn Scott, and Amber Swain on completing
Ghost Host training. Welcome to Don Clark, Kristina Prince, and
Brittany Segal who are making quick progress in their training
endeavors. Whispers can be heard from the old cotton warehouses
along River Street that our new Ghost Hosts are quickly making a
name for themselves among the living and the dead.
Mike Harris and I have been busy making improvements and
adjustments to further improve guest experience. We have also
made some minor changes to improve operational efficiency, as is
natural with a change in management. Several actors have begun
cross-training to perform both the Ghost Host and Chandler roles.
This offers a more dynamic experience for each CASTmember and

ANNIVERSARY
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Rutie (Rutabaga)
Proud Owner: Wade Holmes; Ghosts and Gravestones Manager

Rutabaga is a five
year old Jack Russell
Terrier. His favorite
activities are running
(as fast as possible),
protecting the backyard
from invading critters,
and lying on the
furniture when no one
is around. Thanks to
the other neighborhood
dogs, he has recently
taken up howling at
ice cream trucks and is
showing great promise.
Rutie says that his
greatest strength is
winning any game that requires a ball or Frisbee.
He admits his greatest weakness is navigating the
stairs down to River Street. He enjoys long walks
in the park and being lazy with pretty much anyone
on the couch. He currently holds the local title for
indoor hardwood drift racing.

november

Wayne Johnson, Conductor
Susan Alien, Sales Representative
Craig Armstrong, Supporting

december

Tony Hall, Conductor
Allison Tuten, Sales Representative
Evan Whitley, Supporting

of the year

Jack Barrett, Conductor
Willie Dennard, Sales Representative
Jacqueline “Bean” Kelly, Supporting
Ruben Alegria, Rookie

january

Carl Williams, Conductor
Jane Erskine, Sales Representative
Paul Olesch, Supporting

twitter.com/savannahtours
facebook.com/savannahtours
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||| ON THE SPOT... |||
Michael Harris
Ghosts and Gravestones Supervisor

background
My name is Michael Harris and
I currently serve HTA as the “Ghosts
and Gravestones Supervisor” in
Savannah, GA.
I am a native of Savannah, GA. I
received my B.A. in History in 1980
at the local university. I then went on
to seminary in Louisville, KY, where I
pursued two degrees in theology and
biblical studies (I liked being in school!).
I served in various ministerial capacities and taught religious
studies for about fifteen years, then went into the ‘private sector’
and worked in the tourist industry beginning in 1998.
I am the proud father of two beautiful daughters, and joined
the auspicious ranks of ‘grandparents’ last year with the birth of
my first grandson, Weston, who is perfect in every way! I live with
fellow OTT-SAV employee, Joy Stuckey, and her son, Christian. I
also live with two cats.
I felt the need to make a vocational change in 2010, and
had a couple of friends who contracted with the Ghosts and
Gravestones tour with Old Town Trolley in Savannah. They needed
another Manager on Duty, and offered me the job, which I took.
When the program recently went in house, I applied for the G&G
management position, and was offered the Supervisor position. I
enjoy working with every CAST member at OTT.

Q | What is your idea of perfect happiness?
A | Being able to live fully each day without any remorse

or regret.

Q | What is your greatest fear?
A | Dying unloved by anyone.
Q | Which talent would you most like to have?
A | To have perfect vocal range as a tenor.
Q | If you were to die, you would come back as a . . . ?
A | Big ghost cat, preferably a Tiger.
Q | What three things will you always find in my
refrigerator?
A | Diet colas, some type of seafood, and ice cream.
The Nation’s Storyteller

san diego

Alan Weeks Dedication
by David Thornton; General Manager

The CAST of Old Town Trolley
San Diego paid tribute to our
friend and fellow CASTmember,
Alan Weeks. Alan unexpectedly
left us in 2010. A plaque honoring
Alan at his favorite work station,
the Old Town ticket depot, was
dedicated in his memory. Alan
was hired on July 8th, 1998,
starting his Trolley adventure
as a sales rep. In 2004, Alan
transferred to a valet position
Alan’s wife Pam shows the dedicated
plaque for Alan at our Old Town depot. working in Old Town, where he
greeted and entertained our guests and fellow-CASTmembers. Alan
was often referred to as “the mayor of Old Town.” Several CAST,
friends and his wife Pam Weeks, joined in sharing many memorable
Alan moments and stories. We miss you Alan.

Old Town Golf Tournament

Richard Smith, Suzie Vetter
and Ron Zorn

Mike Devin, Bob Hatcher,
and Karen DeHaan.

The 1st annual Old Town Golf Tournament took place Monday,
March 18th. The event raised funds to support the transportation
needs for the 4th grade San Diego school district educational history
program. Fourth graders of San Diego County visit Old Town to learn
of the birthplace of California, the first European settlement on the
west coast. Celebrity guest golfer Billy Casper, PGA Hall of Fame
golfer, attended as well. Old Town Trolley, SEAL Tours and the Old
Town Market helped sponsor the event. Seven CASTmembers, Erica
Frost, Bob Hatcher, Karen DeHaan, Steve Brooks, Mike Devin, RJ
Zorn and Susie Vetter, did their best out on the greens. The event
included awards, prizes, raffles and dinner.

San Diego #1 in Safety Again!
Operation Receives Top
Safety Award for 4th Straight Year!

For the fourth year in a row, the San Diego Old Town Trolley, SEAL,
Balboa Park Tram, Old Town Market and Maintenance combined

operations earned the company’s top
safety recognition as the safest HTA
operation for the 2012 calendar year.
The combined San Diego operations
drove a total of 477,231 miles in
2012 averaging only one at fault/
preventable accident per 28,000 miles
driven. Twenty seven of thirty three
eligible Trolley, SEAL, and Park Tram
drivers received safe driving award
recognition and 92% of those receiving
an award received the maximum safe
driving award available. Seven drivers Safety Officer Bob Ross holding
the top safety award.
were recognized for driving three,
four, or five years accident free and one driver has gone eight years
without an accident.

San Diego Whale Festival is a Success

The fifth annual San Diego Whale Days Festival was held at the
Broadway Pier in the Broadway Pavilion on Saturday January 26 and
attended by more than 2,500 San Diegans and visitors. Old Town
Trolley and SEAL Tours participated as a sponsor with both vehicles
and the exit survey booth. The free Whale Days Festival is a family
friendly, community event offering a wide variety of interactive and
hands on displays to spark the interest and imagination of any child
including a walk-through whale, live sea creatures, face painting, art
projects and a bounce house. Whale watching season has become
one of San Diego’s favorite times of the year. The Big Bay Whale Days,
which runs the entire month of January, and the associated Festival
provide the community with the best place to learn about California
gray whale ecology and conservation and find information about
opportunities to interact with the whales safely and affordably.

A Visit from Diego!

Piper Smith arranged for a
patriot service dog to come to
San Diego and work with OTTSD
to promote the Veterans service
dog program. “Diego” and his
owner drove in from Phoenix,
Arizona to visit Old Town Trolley
and take the tour; interacting Carmen, David, Erin, Terri and Nancy
greet Diego.
with guests and promoting the
service dog program, which includes donations.
Diego was named for the city of San Diego due to the company’s
donation and from those of guests. Once Diego’s training has been
completed, he will be a service dog to a returning veteran.
The company was able to sponsor two more dogs this year, both
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Welcome Trolley #129

Several Leadagers attended the annual Port of San Diego dinner meeting. Port
tenants were treated to a silent auction, networking , dinner, and panel discussion
with Port Commissioners. (pictured from left to right, Carmen Thulin, Erin Smith,
David Thornton, Bob Ross, Terri Zorn, Erica Frost and Mark Keeler)

of which are being raised in prison by two female inmates. It’s a real
win-win helping two women get working by training two dogs to be
service dogs.

In the Trolley World
by Terri Zorn; Operations Manager

Our fleet seems to be growing with the addition of a trolley from
our Washington DC Tours, but our conductor list is shrinking due
to some retirements. No worries as we are ramping up for hiring
season and will be flush with new conductors by the time the guests
come to vacation in sunny San Diego. January and February see a lot
of convention folks, although not as many as last year. The trolley
ridership was generally down compared to last year at this time, but
we kept busy. We have a new 160 points of interest sheet driving our
tour in a more visually stimulating direction based on comment cards
over the past year. The Holly Jolly Holiday Tour ended and we started
on a possible new summer offering that we, around the office, refer
to as the Flip Flop Tour. I don’t want to give away too much at this
point but think – “sand, surf, shopping, and Beach Boys music.” Also,
the conductors put their heads together
to create icons or taglines for each of the
trolleys in our fleet. The first to receive
this honor is VADM James B. Stockdale
with his trolley now adorned with
VADM James B. Stockdale
painted shoulder boards and a painted
name on trolley.
Medal of Honor below his name. It looks
amazing and the conductor, Captain Bob, takes such pride in driving
it. We will be working on doing the same for the rest of our fleet.
The trolley got some media time with a Japanese Film Crew in town
which is putting together a video to promote San Diego and our tours
for the folks using the daily flight from Tokyo. We also got a local plug
from “The Talk of San Diego” which is both an audio and streaming
video show to promote our hometown pass program. I felt like a
guest on a radio show being interviewed with “cans” on my head.
Check out our website as we will be posting links to our most recent
filming.
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We received a new-used
trolley from OTT-DC, trolley # 129.
We are happy to receive it and
add to our fleet because it carries
more guests than any of our
current vehicles. The condition is
wonderful and such that we can
make it ready for service in a short
time. With new seat cushions,
decals, along with a California
registration, we should have it on
the tour soon.

Park Hillcrest Trolley

by Nikki Meo-Cook, Depot Sales Manager

Christian Perez, Saul Alba
and Reyes Avalos

SEALS

In January and February, we had some pretty bad rain, although
the rest of the country was contending with severe storms as well.
Our weather didn’t stop people from having a blast on the SEAL
Tours. We carried far more people for the first two months of 2013
than we did last year at the same time. This is also the first winter
in years that we are running the SEAL seven days per week. It seems
to really be working out and we are now ready to start bringing back
our seasonal folks to ramp up the SEAL crews for summer. To try to
keep things lively and fresh, we have updated the SEAL Script and
added some new sounds. The First Mates and the guests really like
the variety and fun it brings to the tours. A local program called “Talk
of San Diego” was treated to a SEAL Tour along with some other
happy people in order to film the tour for the show. Check out the
SEAL Tour website as we will be posting this video soon. Typically, for
the first few months of the year, the SEALS are getting spruced up,
sandblasted, painted, inventoried, and tested in order to pass their
annual US Coast Guard Inspections. We have two completed and
certified and the next three are scheduled. It is great to have such a
wonderful working relationship with our Coast Guard thanks in large
part to our Head SEAL Mark Keeler and our main mechanics, Elliot,
Albert, Oscar and Dale.

SEAL Tours Supports Operation Blessing

A man from Zimbabwe is
recovering from the first of three life
changing reconstructive surgeries at
Sharp Hospital in Linda Vista. Part
of Makwera’s jaw, teeth and tongue
were blown away by an explosion in
his home country of Zimbabwe in
We gave Makwera (center) free
passes to tour aboard the SEAL
2008.
Dr. Joel Berger heads up the team of surgeons who said they had
one goal, “To provide him with a functional smile, and the ability to
chew, masticate and interact with his friends and family.” San Diego
SEAL tours and the zoo provided free passes to Makwera and support
staff for a fun day in San Diego.
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San Diego Depot Sales
The San Diego sales team is highly motivated to meet their goals.
They continue to break goals each and every month by prospecting,
showing enthusiasm, and demonstrating their love for this city. Our
sales team added Kelly McBrearty in January and Karen Dehaan in
June. Also, we welcomed back Orlando Montano and Jason Hascall.
Kelly McBrearty was the Sales Rep of the Year! She is extremely
reliable, always expresses dedication to the team, and explains the
tours well to our guests. I’m so proud of our San Diego sales team.
Visitors keep coming to America’s Finest City and we continue to sell,
sell, sell!

Spirit of ‘45
by Erica Frost; Charters and Group Sales Manager

Old Town Trolley was once again proud to be a part of the Spirit of
’45 National Leaders conference in mid-February.
WHAT is Spirit of ’45? A highly interactive three day conference
to review current status
of the Spirit of ’45 Day
national
movement
and develop strategic
plans for a nationwide
commemoration of the
70th
anniversary
of
end of WWII in August
2015. Attendees were
Trolley Conductor Don Kaye on the Spirit of ’45 representatives of leading
trolley, pointing to his Father, Captain Maxwell WWII museums, historical
Kaye, who was a 30-year US Naval Physician
societies and heritage
associations, Public affairs offices of major service branches,
Honor Flight regional hubs, Library of Congress Veterans History
Project partner organizations, the National Parks Service, Veterans
service organizations, various media, Senior living/care industry
(e.g. independent & assisted living companies), Youth leadership
organizations and select corporate partners and prospective sponsors.
The conference will officially begin the countdown to the 70th
anniversary with a public dedication of the new 25ft statue of the
“Times Square Kiss” – the symbol of Spirit of ’45 Day.
This conference is essential and offers a convergence of groups
and individuals who are dedicated to assuring that the legacy of
the men and women who were the “ordinary heroes” of America’s
“Greatest Generation” will continue to inspire the youth of our nation.
Several Old Town Trolleys were their designated chauffeurs at the
various meetings and events throughout the three day conference.
Said Warren Hegg, Spirit of ’45 National Supervisor: “Old Town Trolley
folks were a BIG HIT with the people who came to this year’s Spirit
of ‘45 Day National Leaders Conference. Not only was the service
superb, but the drivers brought their own special personalities and
personal stories to the experience, as you can see from the attached
photos.”

Hillcrest is a trendy,
thriving, lively neighboring
community that is lined
with numerous restaurants
featuring global cuisine,
delicious desserts where
you can find your sweet
spot and trendy bars and
cafés where you can meet
and mingle.
Old Town Trolley and
Hillcrest have partnered
One of the ad campaigns for Park Hillcrest.
to create a solution to
addressing parking restrictions that have been known to stave
off would-be diners due to the lack of parking in the community.
Finally after about one year of planning, the Hillcrest dining shuttle
is set to launch this early spring. The partnership has been a long
fostered relationship over time that will now start to see the fruits
of their respective labors. The partnership involves a six month
charter contract with a designated, GPS-enabled trolley that will
run Thursday-Saturday nights from 6:00 pm-10:00 pm on a weekly
basis. Riders can hop on and off the trolley for free and be swept
from one end of the neighborhood to another (with a lot of stops in
between) to whisk them from one culinary delight to another. There
is an interactive app for your smart phone that will allow you to see
where the GPS-enabled trolley is “pinging” so you can meet up and
hop on to your favorite restaurant or watering hole!

Driving Courtesy
by Bob Ross; Safety Officer

Courtesy is an important part of
defensive driving. The defensive driver
knows that observing traffic laws
goes a long way toward preventing
accidents. They also know that
courteous driving provides an extra
degree of safety in these days of high
accident potential on the highways.
Driving courteously means:
• Keeping a safe, courteous distance
• Maintaining situational awareness
• Avoiding conflicts with other drivers
The defensive driver knows that situations often arise as to who
has the right-of-way. If drivers or pedestrians jump the gun in these
situations, an accident is bound to happen. That is why courtesy – the
“way-of-right” rather than the right-of-way – is so important.
Courtesy in driving covers up the gaps beyond the law, and when
courtesy becomes a habit it can assure safe driving. For example, safe
and courteous drivers will slow down as another vehicle is passing
them so they can help the other driver – and help themselves.
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Some drivers forget courtesy when they are behind the wheel.
Others attempt to use their vehicles to intimidate anyone they meet
on the road. Defensive drivers cannot afford to forget courtesy.
Courteous driving can keep you out of trouble.
To making driving courtesy a habit, practice the following rules:
• Grant pedestrians every courtesy due them while they are
crossing in front of vehicles or at intersections. By law, as well
as by the rules of courtesy, pedestrians have the right to expect
the driver to permit them to reach the sidewalk safely.
• Right-of-way laws are designed to enable the courts to judge
cases. The driver on the right has no more privilege to assume
the right-of-way than the driver on the left. You do not have the
“right of way” until someone yields it to you. Slowing down at
intersections and pausing a few seconds to permit the other
driver to pass safely can eliminate many intersection accidents.
• Managing traffic at converging / merging lanes is another
example of courteous driving. The courteous driver will avoid
forcing another driver into a fixed object. Squeeze-play or shutouts like this result from a lack of courtesy.
• Signaling is simple courtesy in action. Let the other driver know
what you intend to do. Not signaling is like winking at someone
in the dark. You know what your intentions are but the other
person has no idea.

New Wheelchair Securement Straps

I am happy to
announce that San Diego
Old Town Trolley and SEAL
Tours have upgraded the
wheelchair securement
on all of our wheelchair
accessible Trolleys, SEAL’s,
and Park Trams to Q’straint
QRT MAX securement
straps similar to those
currently being used on
public transit buses. The
QRT MAX is the latest
generation of self-locking,
self-tensioning retractable
wheelchair securement
The trolley has new
systems. It is compatible
securment straps asseen above.
with our current floor
attachment plates and it’s fully automatic self locking, self tensioning
feature allows for one handed attachment to maximize ease of use;
as easy as using the seat belt in your car. The universal design and
J-hook reduces twisting of belts and ensures proper securement
with a quarter turn accommodating virtually all wheelchair designs,
including scooters. A simple press on the release lever is all it takes to
release tension and allow easy removal.
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The Westin Gaslamp Quarter
by Rod LaBranche; Director of Travel Industry Sales

Rod visits with Cheryl Actor and Tammy
Oosterhoudt in vendor and group sales
division.

Rod and Paula Deen.

Travels to Key West
and Savannah
by Rod LaBranche; Director of Travel Industry Sales

Rod LaBranche has been visiting all the HTA Cities and recently
experienced Key West and Savannah. He has been able to spend
time with the Sales Departments at each operation and was also
able to experience all the tours
and attractions that HTA has
to offer in those cities. Thanks
to Joyce Ellis, Charter Rep in
Savannah, he was able to have
a private meet and greet with
february
Ms. Paula Deen! He is looking
Theresa Zorn, 13 years
forward to his upcoming visits
Robert Williams, 11 years
Steven Brooks, 6 years
to Washington DC and Boston.
Vidal Sisneros, 5 years

HAPPY
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trolley

Vidal Sisneros

OLd town market
Rogelio Angulo

Rick Diaz, 19 years
Harold Henson-Dozier, 19 years
Erica Frost, 15 years
Saul Alba, 11 years
Debbie Hildebrand, 8 years
Ronald Zorn, 8 years
Mark Lohman, 4 years
Evan Kohler,, 4 years
Scott Schwarz, 3 years
Nicoletta Meo-Cook, 2 years

january

Jim Fraley, Conductor
Barbie Harrell, Sales Representative
Inocente (Ino) Briones, Supporting

february

Suzie Vetter, Conductor
Karen DeHaan, Sales Representative
Isaias Valazquez, Supporting

The Nation’s Storyteller

This month I would like to spotlight the concierge team at the
Westin Gaslamp Quarter. The staff includes Julianne Pion and Tom
Turman who have both been Concierges in San Diego for over 20
years as well as Catherine Bouvier and Marina Serhan. They are all
great supporters of the Old Town Trolley and SEAL Tour. They recently
switched over to the Trusted Tours online ticket program and have
been selling like hotcakes. The Westin Gaslamp Quarter is one of
Westin’s first hotels to get the chain’s new “For a Better You” design.
As part of a recent $25 million renovation of the hotel the 450
guestrooms and suites have been given a top-to-bottom redesign.
The hotel is located adjacent to the Horton Plaza Shopping and
Entertainment mall, one of the nation’s premier shopping centers,

featuring a variety of specialty
shops, dining and entertainment
venues. It is also close in
proximity to San Diego’s famous
Gaslamp Quarter, Little Italy and
San Diego Bay. There is a Trolley
stop a few steps from the front
door of the hotel and the staff
send guests on our tours daily.
Thank you to the entire staff of
the Westin Gaslamp Quarter
for all their incredible support!

Concierges Julianne Pion
and Tom Turman
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Jerry Coulson

SEAL Guide; Old Town Trolley Tours of San Diego
background
My name is Jerry Coulson and I was
born on July 8, 1948 in Schenectady, NY
and moved with my parents to Chula
Vista (San Diego) when I was seven. I
still reside there today. I graduated from
Castle Park High School in 1966 and in
1968 joined the Fire Department where
I worked for 34 years. During this time,
I married my wife Mary-Lynn, and we
just celebrated our 35th wedding anniversary. I have two adult
children, Matthew and Ashleigh. Matthew is a police office, and
Ashleigh is a medical biller. In May 2011, Ashleigh blessed me with
my 1st grandson Gianni. After retirement, I worked a couple of
jobs; I was a security guard at the Chula Vista Public Library, drove
limousines, and on a lark, I saw the employment ad for Old Town
Trolley and applied for the position. During my interview, I was told
there were only two positions available; one Conductor position
and a Sales representative position. I asked how many days a week,
she said five. I declined the positions because I did not want to work
full-time. I thanked her for her time and as I got up to walk out, she
said she had a position but “I do not think you would be interested
because it is only two days a week.” I said I don’t care what it is, I
will take it! Needless to say I was hired as a valet in 2005, to greet
guests, take their ticket stubs and answer questions. Then in 2009,
I also became a SEAL guide and continued to do both jobs here at
Old Town Trolley. I am now happy to say I am a full-time employee.
The thing I enjoy most about working here is meeting people from
all over the world and the people I work with at Old Town Trolley.
They are the most eclectic bunch of people I have ever met.

Q | Who is the greatest love of your life?
A | My grandson Gianni. He is the only 21 month old kid

that has a 1970 Chevelle SS 396 classic car.

Q | What is your favorite vacation place?
A | Florence, Italy. I have been there a couple of times and

my soul just feels at peace there.

Q | Who is your favorite author?
A | Robert Fulghum. He is the author of “Everything I

ever needed to know I learned in Kindergarten.”

Q | What talent would you most like to have?
A | To play a musical instrument or be able to sing.

I do
sing at work a lot and a couple of people will stop and listen,
but they are just being polite.

Q | What is your greatest fear?
A | RATS! Once in the Fire Department, I was doing an

inspection of a building and a rat ran across the stage. I’ve
never been in that building since.

Q | If you were to die and come back as a different person,

who would it be and why?

A | David Thornton, General Manager of OTTSD.

Then
I would have the power to make some changes (wink wink),
and David agrees.
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Saving for Retirement So You Do Not Outlive Your Money!
Below you will find an article I have requested that Marc
Eichberg, head of Ingham, write about our 401(k) program
and you.  You have heard me talk about the 401(k) for many
years and some of you have taken action.  For those of you
storyt
eller
who haven’t, I urge you to reconsider.  It is unlikely that Social
sectio
Security will be able to afford you anything near your current
n
lifestyle.  It is essential that we all do the best we can to save as
much as we possibly can RIGHT NOW.  The 401(k) is probably the
best gift you will ever get from the United States government.  It allows
you to save your money tax free until your age of retirement and, with compound
interest, can amount to a great sum of money.  I hope the article, which I have asked
Marc to make a permanent fixture to our newsletter, will encourage you to begin
immediately on your own retirement plan in the Historic Tours of America 401(k).

new

-Chris Belland

HTA sponsors a 401(k) Plan. This plan allows eligible participants
to contribute on a pre-tax basis any percent of your salary up to the
IRS limit ($17,500 under age 50; $23,000 for age 50 or older). While
your money is in the 401(k) plan there are no taxes; this is called tax
deferred money. One day when you retire you may roll your 401(k)
into an IRA; once in the IRA, whatever you withdrawl, will be taxed
at your current income tax rate at that time.
How much do I need to save for retirement?
Most financial planners advise you need to replace 70% or more
of your pre-retirement income in order to maintain your current
lifestyle. To get a better idea of how much you should save, base
your projections on your current spending patterns.
What steps should I take now to start saving?
1. Prepare a budget – review your spending over the past six
months; write it down; see what areas you can reduce; continue
to monitor the budget.
2. Eliminate debt- get rid of those credit cards; credit cards are
not your friend.
3. Join the 401(k) plan – depending on your age, it is recommended
that you start with a minimum 3% of salary contribution; pay
yourself first on pay day.

4. Once you are in the 401(k) plan raise the contribution 1% a year.
5. Do not touch your retirement savings.
6. Consider basic investment principles – learn about your 401(k)
plan’s investment options. Put your savings in different types of
buckets; review at least annually.
7. If you are married and your spouse does not have a 401(k) plan,
consider an IRA for your spouse.
Remember if you are already saving, keep going. Saving is a
rewarding habit. If you are not saving, it’s time to get started. The
sooner you start saving the more time your money has to grow.
Make saving a priority. Devise a plan, stick to it, set goals, and
continue to review your plan.
Outliving one’s assets is scary! Some errors that get in the way:
1. Not knowing how much you will need at retirement.
2. Overlooking emergencies – keep in mind increasing healthcare
costs as well as other situations we cannot predict.
3. Have you reviewed your plan lately? Regular review is
recommended.
4. Thinking retirement planning stops at retirement? You may
have stopped saving for retirement but you still need a plan.
5. Living beyond one’s means.
6. Too much debt.
7. Putting other people
first.
Make
your
retirement a priority.
8. Retiring too early.
9. Getting discouraged – do
not give up.
Look for future articles in the
newsletter regarding our 401(k)
plan and retirement savings. For
questions, please contact Marc at
meichberg@ingham.com or (305)
671-2200 ext. 1103.
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Why Do All Good Things
Come to an End?
by Linda Test; Director of Operations

Why do all good things come to an end? Or at the very least,
get put on hold? Almost as soon as the last Nation’s Storyteller hit
the stands, the Southernmost Duck Tours were taken out of the
water. There is no death knell that could have made it any clearer
than the US Navy: We are taking back our ramp, closing it to all nonmilitary activities. What?! Our sales had picked up! We were selling
tickets, and our guests loved our tour! This was not news anyone
anticipated, and definitely did not want to hear. As we work on an
alternative location for water entry, the SDT crew is learning the landlubber’s side of our business; driving shuttles, helping with cruise
ships, assisting guests, and almost everything in between. Between
the Conch Train and the Old Town Trolley, we have more than enough
work for everyone!
Budget season is my very least favorite time of year. It is the
busiest time here, yet I sit and crunch and re-crunch numbers. I
think about why this and why not that. I worry about ships and sales,
staffing and the cost of cleaning supplies, and where I can find one
more dollar. What I don’t worry about is the operations, because
of the leadagers with whom I have the pleasure of sharing my day.
Imagine me being the Hindu goddess Durga, who rides a lion and
carries a wide variety of weapons. My ‘weapons’ are the leadagers,
with Eva and Steve as my right hands, Bill and David grabbing the
ships, Candy and MJ keeping the driver seats filled, Richard and
Roberto keeping the wheels going around, Jim helping me worry
about Ducks, Andy pushing sales, Cheryl coordinating with vendors,
Tammy grabbing more and more groups, Claire and April ensuring a
safe place to be, and Mary making sure we all get paid! This team of
professionals is why I can sit here to worry more about numbers and
not about whether our guests are being serviced.

Happy New Year!
by Steven Burress; Old Town Trolley Operations Manager

Carmen Thulin, Office manager, at the
end of a long day of shredding papers.

Old Town Trolley San Diego turned 24
on February 14th, Valentine’s Day. The
CAST enjoyed cake and celebrated the
Trolley’s love affair with the city.

facebook.com/sandiegotours
twitter.com/sandiegotour
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The Old Town Market welcomed a
new friend and mascot to Old Town.
“Bernie” became a photo sensation
and greeted many new visitors

twitter.com/sealtours
facebook.com/sealtours
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Trolley-SEAL maintenance crew treated
themselves to a fish fry. Designated
cook, Elliott Gonzalez, served up shrimp
and fish tacos along with freshly made
guacamole and salsa.

After reading the articles of the leadagers who work in Key West,
there isn’t much more that I can think of to say! We obviously love
this time of year. While we are so busy we
sometimes forget if we are starting our
tour, or ending our tour, we have a lot of
fun. I want to thank each CASTmember and
leadager at Old Town Trolley for all of the
hard work they have put in.
I’ve been fortunate to participate in
several events lately. The Key West Food
and Wine Festival was this past month. I
was able to taste some food cooked, plated
In remembrance of Joseph
and
served by some local celebrities, Chris
David Hinde IV

Belland, Piper Smith and Linda Test. It’s always a great event lasting
several days here. This particular event had dishes featuring our
wonderful Key West pink shrimp.
While we have had a wonderful time this season, we also have
had some sadness. David “Bubba” Hinde, one of our long term
conductors who started in 2006 passed away on January 22. Bubba
was a wonderful tour guide who got rave reviews for his tours. He
was one of the guides that was always available when needed,
a great trainer and mentor to new conductors. Bubba has been
sorely missed. We gathered at sunset on the beach and wished him
farewell. He will always remain in our hearts.

Springing Forward
by Candy Jones; Old Town Trolley Head Conductor

Spring is here, and with it
comes lots of guests from cruise
ships, winter visitors and young
people on spring break! Our
beaches, all three, will be packed
with young people. Duval Street
will be extra crowded at night.
All of this makes it extremely
challenging for our trolley drivers Rookie Justin Bahl with Candy Jones
to navigate safely while on tour. The best part about Spring-time in
Key West is the blooming of all of the unique and endangered flowers
that we have here. We have hundreds of plants & flowers that were
brought here by ship captains from another island or country. This
is the best time of year to be on a trolley tour, traveling through the
Historic District, with beautiful houses from the 1800’s adorned with
a large tree in the front yard covered in big flower blossoms. As
guests sit back on the trolley and ride down these small streets, it is
amazing the array of colors and varieties of trees, plants & flowers.
There is a lovely smell of jasmine and frangipani in the air. As I drove
down Eaton Street this morning on my way to work, taking in the
sights of the old houses, I noticed several of my favorite flowers in
bloom; shaving brush tree from Mexico, frangipani from Hawaii,
Asian Orchid tree from Hong Kong and the yellow trumpet tree from
Florida. I know that I am very lucky to live in such a beautiful place,
I appreciate it every day. Sometimes we forget the history and the
beauty of where we live. Our job as tour conductors is to share this
appreciation and love with the guests that visit our city and never
waiver with our enthusiasm. Through this, we hope that they will
also fall in love with Key West and want to return bringing their
friends and family, sharing the amazing island we call home.

Spring is in the Air!
by Mary Martinez; Old Town Trolley and Conch Tour Train Office Manager

The annual ritual of spring cleaning does not stop at home; it
also extends to the office. This is the time of year when we take
stock of our files and supplies, clearing out the old and making way
for the new. Our team has been very busy sorting through files we
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no longer need and making sure
that we are thoroughly organized
heading into the next fiscal year
which begins April 1, 2013. But it
doesn’t stop there! With it being
high season in Key West, all of us
on the administrative team have
been called upon to assist guests
in Mallory Square who may need
information such as which trolley Supporting CASTmember of the year,
Willie Webster with Mary Martinez
is leaving next on its tour, or just as
important, where to purchase a ticket.
Suzanne Egle, our Administrative Assistant, has also been diligent
in updating the biographies for our CASTmember wall. We would
also like to thank one of our conductors, Veronica Brown (aka Ms
Vee), for lending her talents as a photographer and helping to keep
our CAST pictures up to date. Our CASTmember wall is something
we are especially proud of because it showcases the wide variety of
backgrounds and experiences we have at all levels, from leadagers to
conductors, mechanics to maintenance.
Finally, we would like to welcome our part-time administrative
assistant, Stephen Dunleavy to the team. Stephen is a recent
graduate of Hodges University in Naples, FL and assists me in
“doing whatever needs to be done” to make the back-of-the-house
administrative functions of Old Town Trolley run smoothly.

What a Season!
by Andy Kirby; Key West Sales Manager

We have been busy here in Key
West and that’s great. It keeps us
all employed. Between the ship
and bus business we have been
selling, and selling. I’d be remiss
if I did not take this opportunity
to THANK all the CASTmembers
Sales Rep David Roland with Andy Kirby for all of their hard work, support,
and their efforts. For those CASTmembers that go above and beyond,
it is noted and I truly Thank You. Spring break is here and that’s a
whole different crowd to sell to, and before we know it summer will
bring the families in on vacation.
Success occurs when opportunity meets preparation. To be
successful , you have to be in the zone or perhaps get in the rhythm.
The reason you become successful in anything you do, is that you
find what works. Month after month, year after year, you just keep
developing a system. You build a rhythm and it becomes fun.
Tony Bennett has sung “I left my heart in San Francisco” more
than 20,000 times professionally. He never leaves it in Cincinnati or
Salt Lake City. He never leaves it anywhere else. In an interview he
once said, “I love singing that song. “ And that is what brings on more
success. Find something you love to do, and do it over and over again.
Continue to prepare when your opportunity arises and you will be a
success.
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Cruise ships from the top of the
Shipwreck Treasures Museum.

Chomper and David.

The Angels are Coming!
by Tammy Oosterhoudt; Group Sales

Since it’s earliest history Key West has had strong ties to the U.S.
Navy. There has always been a U.S. Navy presence on the island. It
was particularly large during World War II, a time when many Conchs
worked as civil servants for the naval facility. In recent years the
presence of the U.S. Navy has primarily been as a Naval Air training
base at the Boca Chica facility.
The Key West Naval Air Station has the honor of once again hosting
the Blue Angels on 3/23/13 and 3/24/13. The last time the Blue
Angels performed in the Southernmost Air Spectacular was in 2010.
The Conch Tour Train while rarely leaves the island unless trucked on
a flatbed will make an exception to be a part of this incredible event.
Our Trains are being used both days to help transport people from
the parking area to the viewing area. Our lucky Engineers will be able
to experience the roar of the engines on the spectacular flybys. “GO
NAVY!”

It’s High Season...
by David Casey; Cruise Ship Liasion

...That means many visitors to our island, more than a few college
students going on Spring Break, and yes, a great deal of cruise ships.
After a surprisingly warm January and early February, the weather
in the Caribbean has been cooler and windier over the past few
weeks so more than one ship has cancelled its initial scheduled call.
However, most of them, such as the Seven Seas Navigator operated
by Regent Cruise Lines, are such dedicated fans of Key West that they
rescheduled as they were able.
Even though we are in high season, our fiscal year is winding
down, so this is the time to take a look at what our hard work has
accomplished over the past twelve months. According to our cruise
comparison report, which is updated daily, we have had an increase
in both our total cruise ship guests and average number of guests per
ship while servicing a similar number of ships over the course of the
year, so that is some welcome news and signs of a growing cruise ship
industry and a healthier economy. This is also time when our hard
work at relationship building during the off-season and mid-season
pays off as the Shore Excursion team on the ships influence potential
guests as to which tours and excursions to take in the limited time a
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ship is in town.
It literally takes the entire company to make a cruise ship’s visit
productive for us and worthwhile for their guests. In addition to
the prep work done, such as ensuring enough vehicles have been
allocated and all the appropriate attractions are covered, it takes
the sales agents assigned to a vessel for the day to direct guests to
where they need to go, to walk them to a vehicle, and even to sell
one of our tours to someone who hasn’t bought a ticket yet! It also
takes our Conductors, our Engineers and our various tour guides
to transport our guests into the past as they weave their tales of
President Truman, Ernest Hemingway, Asa Tift and the other colorful
inhabitants of the island. All of our efforts serve to provide an
experience that people carry with them and will share with their
friends and family at home, who in turn will remember us when it is
their time to visit Key West.

Meet the New Safety Officer!
by Claire Hiller; Safety Officer - Key West Operations

Please join me in welcoming
April Roskovensky as the new
Safety Officer for Key West
Operations. April will be working
with the Conch Tour Train, Old
Town Trolley, and Southernmost
Duck Tours.
April is a graduate of the
University of Central Florida
with a BA in Communications,
specifically radio and television
production. A resident of Key
West for about two and a half
years, April has previously worked
as both a conductor and as a lead
driver for Old Town Trolley Tours.
April is looking forward to
her new role within the company
and helping to make Key West
operations a safer place!

CASTmember of the Year and new
Safety Officer, April Rosovensky, with
Chris Belland, Steve Burress and Ed
Swift.

Joshua Austin
Stephen Dunleavy
Whitnet Kruzel

HAPPY
february

facebook.com/keywesttours

Conductor, Old Town Trolley Tours

Hi, my name is Leslie B. Allen. I’ve
worked for Key West Old Town Trolley
since November of 2011. I started as a tour
guide but wasn’t very good at the driving
part. My Leadagers decided to keep me
anyway and I’ve been in ticket sales ever
since.
I was born in Boston and raised in America’s Home Town (sorry,
St. Augustine), Plymouth, MA, where I was steeped in Colonial and
Indigenous history throughout my upbringing. After high school
I returned to Boston to study commercial art and then headed to
Seattle, WA where I honed my skills as a glass artist and sculptor. I
am still active in that work as a member of The Guild Hall Gallery
in Key West. You can read some of the history and see my work on
my website at http://www.bestglassartistintheworld.com
I returned to Plymouth in the late 1990’s and began working
as a Colonial Interpreter at Plimoth Plantation. I went for a season
but stayed for eight of the most influential years of my life (thus
far). My time at “The Plant” nurtured my love of history, and the
art of relaying the story. Plus, I can sling an adze, hatchet, fro and
beadle like nobody’s business and then cook a six course meal
over an open fire. I cherish that.
In 2009, after visiting my Folks in Marathon once a year for
a decade, I decided to make the move to the Keys. It took some
searching to find the right job but I finally found HTA, a place
where we interpret history with every ticket sale - and have a fun
time doing it! HTA is a part of my family now. I cherish that, too.

Q | What historical figure do you most identify with?
A | Lately it’s been Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, the author of
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Leslie B. Allen

William Webster, 20 years
James Saffer, 9 years
Timothy Watson, 6 years
Shirley Porter, 2 years
Gary Barr, 2 years
Karen Mott, 1 year

march

Richard Ware, 11 years
Kenneth Proper, 1 year

Cross Creek, The Yearling, etc. If I could beam myself back to
early 20th century Florida, I would.

Q | What is your idea of perfect happiness?
A | Dead calm, 90 degrees, kayak, mangroves, sharks, turtles,
egrets, peace.

Q | What is your most treasured possession?
A | My favorite things, perhaps; kayak, bike, and Rick. Not

necessarily in that order.

Q | Who are your favorite writers?
A | John Irving, Isabelle Allende, Michael Chabon, Barbara

Kingsolver and any authors of historical fiction.

Q | Which talent would you most like to have?
A | I’d like to be able to play the banjo, but no one in

Key West seems to teach it.
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Santa Maria Suites Hotel

Civil War Heritage Days

by Cheryl Actor; Director of Account Sales

A pleasant surprise greets guests experiencing the Santa Maria
Suites Resort for the first time. Gleaming stark-white against the
blue sky, this two and three story, low-profile renovation of a 1960s
modernism Key West landmark has an upscale, 21st century twist.
Think Key West eclectic married to South Beach elegance.
While the original entrance façade of the retro-inspired hotel
remains intact, as is the restaurant, now home to Ambrosia, Key
West’s fabulous sushi restaurant, the new 35 guest suites are
totally modern. The spacious, minimalistic interiors have an urban
sophistication with a relaxed tropical feel. Full kitchens are sleek;
baths of natural rock and marble are spa-like. All suites, with
either private balconies with view-enhancing, clearglass railings, or
ground-floor terraces, surround a tropical garden sanctuary. In the
center of the garden are two pools, whose gentle curves follow the
angles and curves of the modernistic exterior.
“Nordi” Nodirbek Fayzullaev at the Front Desk epitomizes the
Santa Maria’s attentive staff. Originally from Uzbekistan, Nordi
has been in the United States for seven years, and has worked at
handling both front desk and concierge duties, Nordi knows how
to make his guests feel welcome. Once he settles them in to the
property and familiarizes them with its many amenities, he puts on
his concierge hat. With knowledge and an easy manner, he directs
them to the many things to see and do on the island.
The hotel is located in a predominately residential area, just one
block from Upper Duval Street, just steps from the Atlantic Ocean,

conch tour train

a few blocks from the
Southernmost
Point,
and within walking
distance of restaurants,
shopping
and
art
galleries.
It is also
conveniently located a
few steps away from Old
Town Trolley Stop #10,
which for Nordi, makes
the selling of the twoday Old Town Trolley
Nordi Fayzullaev
ticket with all day on and
off privileges a natural.
Nordi’s gracious guest service skills are an integral part of the
Santa Maria guest experience and he is valued for his rapport with
them. Everyone on the small staff at the hotel also knows this
about Nordi: he is passionate about soccer. So much so, he gets
together with friends every Tuesday afternoon and Thursday after
work for a casual, social soccer match.
As a testament to the tropical get-away atmosphere of the
Santa Maria, when Nordi and his fiancé, Komola, were looking
for the perfect location for their Key West wedding last June, they
chose … you guessed it … the Santa Maria Resort.

||| fun photos |||

by Eva Conway; Conch Tour Train Operations Manager

Union forces once again
invaded Key West in February.
Key West was the only Deep
South port that remained in
Union control throughout the
Civil War. Fort Zachary Taylor
played a major role in the
Union blockade of Confederate
Laurie Skinner, Conch Tour Train
shipping.
Engineer with re-enactors from Civil
War Heritage Days.
During Civil War Heritage Days,
re-enactors, in period costume,
depict Union and Confederate military personnel, merchants,
craftsmen, musicians and civilians of the Civil War era. Both Union
and Confederate camps were set up on the grounds of the fort and
park.
The Conch Tour Train provided transportation for re-enactors for
the Duval Street military parade and the blockade runner sea battle
between the tall ships, the Schooner Wolf and the Schooner Western
Union. The Festival is hosted by the Friends of Fort Zachary Taylor.

Busy, Busy, Busy
by Michael Jordan; Head Engineer

We are in high season in Key West. The month of March is the
busiest month.
It’s also supposed to be winter. Unfortunately through our winter
we have been in the mid to upper 80’s. When it is in the 80’s most
of the year it is nice to have a break when you are working outside
all day. I know our sister companies up north wish they had our
problems.
Best wishes to everyone having problems with all that snow.
Remember it’s warm in Key West, so come on down for a visit.

most of the passengers were on spring break from college. They are
only here for about five hours. They want the full Key West experience
and waited until the last
shuttle times to start
boarding to go back
to the ships. It was all
hands on deck to help
out with crowd control
on Spring Break days.
The challenge is the
majority have enjoyed
an alcoholic drink or Glenn Evans demonstrates the wheel chair ramp
Train to fellow CASTmembers Frank Glander, Bill
two…or three or four… onMcIntyre,
Johnny Blanton, Tommy DeFrancesco,
and BJ Andrade-Ward.
The line gets very long.

Wheelchair Safety Training

Conch Tour Train CASTmembers had a demonstration on how
to break down and put back together a wheelchair accessible train.
This is unique wheel chair accessibility. The ramp is locked under the
train. It is pulled out and hooks up onto the train car floor. (This is not
light) Then the 2nd seat is unlocked and pushed forward and under
the first seat and locked in. Once the customer is on board the chair
gets locked down. The ramp then gets pushed back under the train
and locked in. We have two trains that have a wheel chair car.
They also learned how to operate the wheelchair lift on the Bone
Island Shuttles (which is like the trolley) at the monthly meeting in
March.

Cruise Ship Season has Arrived
by Laurie Skinner; Engineer

Top: Check out the new facade on the
Key West Aquarium Touch Tank. The
aquarium has been spending the last few
months sprucing up the place. We can’t
wait to check out what’s next!
Left: Congratulations to Steve LaBounty,
winner of the 2013 HTA Oscar Contest.
Steve is a mechanic for OTT Key West.
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On February 13th we welcomed aboard a very special guest...Meet 104 year old
(and looking fabulous we might add) Virginia Richardson! She joined our tour with
her daughter Patricia Brownfield and her son in law Bill Brownfield.
Also in the Picture the HTA Employees are (from Left to Right...in the back) Ben
Phillips, Engineer, Michael Jordan , head Engineer, and Christian Maribona, CTT
Sales Rep

The Nation’s Storyteller

Cruise Ships are coming into Key West almost daily. In February,
we had 32 cruise ships with 11 ships docking at the Navy Mole Pier.
When ships are docked at the Mole
Pier, the Conch Tour Trains, Bone Island
Shuttles and Old Town Trolleys shuttle
passengers and crew from the pier to
downtown Key West and also shuttle
them back to the cruise ships, all the
while trying to cover tours on the street.
Spring Breakers waiting in line
By far the most challenging days
for shuttles. This photo is the
2nd side of building. It went
all the way down Front Street. lately have been with cruise ships where

CASTmember of the Year Tommy
DeFrancesco photoed with Chris
Belland, Eva Conaway and Ed Swift

Conch Tour Train Sales Representative
of the Year, Joyce Dahlberg with Key
West Depot Sales Manager, Andy Kirby.

February - March 2013

Rookie of the Year Robert Wright with
head engineer Michael Jordan.

Engineer of the Year Bob Lutz with
Head Diver Michael Jordan.
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Andrade-ward clan!
Proud Owner: BJ Andrade-Ward; Conch Tour Train

Gracie (14), Tina (12),
Pearlie (16) are all pugs
that came from a rescue
organization in Southern
Illinois. Gracie was an owner
surrender that came to us
with partial paralysis in her
hind quarters. She is now
partially blind and deaf. Tina
and Pearlie are both former
puppy mill moms that are
both completely blind (and
have been since we got them
in 2007). Tina never runs into
anything so people have a
hard time believing that she
is blind. Pearlie, on the other
hand, runs into everything
until she finds her way.
These three were considered
Top: Clockwise from the top: Conch
“unadoptable” when we got
Tour Engineer BJ Andrade-Ward ,
them, but we think they are Daphne, Ginger, Tina, Allie, Pearlie,
and Gracie.
all pretty perfect in their own
Bottom: Rose(l) and Izzy (r).
special ways.
Allie the pug (seven years old) was also a puppy mill mom
who came from the Minnesota pug rescue in 2009.
Her vision is just fine, but she is a worrier, whose
brow is always furrowed.
Ginger, the red, short hair, miniature
dachshund (five years old) came from a rescue
group in Minneapolis in 2009. She rules the roost
and is perfectly healthy.
Daphne (two years old) silver dapple, medium
hair, miniature dachshund and Izzy (10 months) black & tan,
short hair, miniature dachshund are sisters that are a generation
apart. They have the same mom and dad, who are the pets of
our friends.
They are such an important part of our life and we can’t
imagine life without them.
Jen, my wife is a Respiratory Therapist at Lower Keys
Medical Center. We moved to Key West at the end of 2009.

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
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Warren Patick, 13 years
Irina Bakala, 12 years
Roberto Alvarenga, 12 years
Eric Dehn, 8 years
Kevin Delahanty, 5 years
Kenneth Jones, 1 year

march

Miriam Vega, 13 years
Claire Hiller, 4 years
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||| ON THE SPOT... |||
Bryan Lewis
Engineer

I was born in upstate New York.
After graduating high school, which
was a task for me, college wasn’t
really the thing for me. I decided
to join the Coast Guard. I was
always into law enforcement. After
graduating boot camp, I was sent to
New York City to serve on a 65 foot
ice breaking harbor tug, where I got to travel up and down the
Hudson River breaking ice. It was a blast. Right after September
11th they sent me to Boarding Team School. (Law Enforcement).
I then went to machinery school to become a mechanic for the
boats and was sent to Rhode Island where I boarded tankers and
ships coming into port.
After a short tour in Rhode Island, I was then asked if I would
consider coming to Key West on the Coast Guard Cutter Mohawk,
working as a mechanic on the ship. When I got out of the Coast
Guard, I worked security for the bars for a while then eventually
applied to the Conch Tour Train as a mechanic helper. After being
a helper for a while I started doing Mole pier shuttles where I
would drive the train, Bone Island Shuttles and trolleys. I switched
over to become a tour guide, which is my favorite, and when the
Duck Tours opened, I became a guide for them.
The best thing is having my son Max here. He just had his first
birthday in February. I love to take him to the Key West Aquarium
or the Butterfly Conservatory. Look out people, he is just like
me.

Q | Which living person do you most admire?
A | My father. He taught me if you can just do what’s right

when things get tough it will work out for the best.

Q | On what occasion do you lie?
A | When ever I think it’s fun to mess with people.
Q | What or who is the greatest love of your life?
A | My son, Max.
Q | What is your most prized possession?
A | My R1 moter cycle. Riding up the Keys is relaxing.
Q | If there was one place you would live besides your

current city, where would it be?

retail

A | Boston. It’s the most fun city I have ever lived in.
“Go Sox!”

Anna Tittsworth
Cassandra Weith
twitter.com/conchtourtrain
facebook.com/conchtrain

Q | If you could choose one reality TV show to be on

what would it be?

A | Lizard Lick Towing.

The Nation’s Storyteller

That show is just funny.

We Appreciate our CAST!
by Leah Benner; Tropical Shell and Gift Operations Manager

Tropical
Shell
&
Gift
appreciates its CASTmembers!
On October 15, they honored
many beginning with those
who exemplified two of the HTA
Statements of Philosophy. Pride
is our number one asset was the
Nelson Nodal, Harry Steele,
and his buyer, Kristi Mills.
theme of the 1st quarter and
Oksana Semahsko, supervisor at
the Conch Tour Train Gift Shop,
received this award for always
maintaining the highest standards
in her store. Profit is the reward
for excellence was the theme
Rachael Adame, Kristi Mills,
of the 2nd quarter and Harry
and Tanya Azevedo
Steele, Sales Associate, received
this award because of his sales
prowess in Key West Shell &
Gift. Store Managers and good
friends, Tanya Azevedo and
Rachael Adame were named
Lillian Wrighthouse, Magda Witczak,
store managers of the first and
Rosemary Pumar, Bob Wolz, and
second quarters, and Sandy
Suellen Croteau
Campbell, Human Resource
Specialist, was appointed the
Support CASTmember of the
Quarter for her undying efforts to
recruit Key West’s finest.
Years of service pins were
also awarded to the following
Nelson Nodal, General Manager of
Retail, presents Shell Warehouse
CASTmembers:
Magdalena
Sales Associate, Robert Batista
with his five-year pin.
P. Witczak, Nelson Nodal,
Maria Kuc, Violeta Hristova Mihaylova, Leah Barbara Benner,
Mihail Hristov, Mihailov, Rachael L. Adame, Miriam E Vega, Pavel
Theinert, Djamol Karimov, Zoryana Barabash, Marie Erica Jean,
Natalia Trostianskaya, Sandra A. Campbell, Janae R Allen, Lillian
Wrighthouse, Charlotte Massingill and Robert Basista.
Their dedication does not go unnoticed. Besides award
presentations, everyone enjoyed food, drink, laughter, and fun.
Lastly, the teams at the Little White House Gift Shop and Abuela’s
Bodega were awarded for having the highest sales increases in the
3rd and 4th quarter.
The next event is tentatively scheduled for April. The theme
of the 3rd quarter was “Integrity is the foundation of success,” and
“Laughter is the sign of success” is the theme of the 4th.

Traveling About

2012 was a busy year for Rosemary Pumar, Kristi Mills, and Lisa
Chubbuck, the Tropical Shell & Gift buyers. These ladies love to shop!
They traveled to Orlando in September, Gatlinburg in November

and finished off with back to back shows in Orlando and Atlanta
in January. Gift shows help them source new vendors, and most
important, discover what’s hot and what’s not.
Dee Capas, St. Augustine store manager, joined them at the
Gatlinburg Tennessee Souvenir Show. Her input was invaluable
in selecting new souvenir trends for the Gator Bob’s store. Venice
Sharon, Savannah Trolley Stop manager attended the SURF show in
January. Her store is in transition, getting ready for Spring and the
up-coming Savannah season, and Venice brought new insight on
fashions and accessories.
If you haven’t been in one of our retail stores in a while, stop
by. Yes, we have lots of souvenirs for our visitors, but you may be
surprised by the wide assortment of apparel, accessories, and
giftware. There is something for everyone.

Celebrity Spotting at
Shipwreck Treasures Museum
Clinton Curry; KWSTM General Manager

“The most popular woman
in the world, at this moment-perhaps the most popular that
ever was in it--is Jenny Lind.”
(New York Herald, September 6,
1850)
The replica figurehead right
next to the ticket booth at the
Portrait of Jenny Lind and her bust
hanging at the museum.
Shipwreck Treasures Museum
in Key West is a likeness of Jenny Lind. The original figurehead was
carved in Salem, Massachusetts for the clipper ship “Nightingale”
which was built in 1851.
Lind was an operatic soprano, who throughout the 19th century
became well known in her native Sweden and Europe for her roles.
It wasn’t until she partnered with the famous showman, P.T. Barnum,
that her notoriety became international. From 1850 to 1852 she
toured the United States under the promotion of P.T. Barnum, who
billed her as the “Swedish Nightingale”.
In 1850 Jenny Lind arrived in New York harbor. Barnum had
succeeded so well in building anticipation surrounding her arrival it
is estimated that 40,000 people showed up on the docks and on roof
tops to greet her. This feat is staggering during a time before recorded
sound. No one in America had ever even heard Lind sing. Barnum’s
flair for fueling public fascination created what became known as
“Lindomania” as well as developed a new cultural phenomenon: the
celebrity. So instantly popular had she become in America that an
auction held for tickets to her first show fetched $250for one ticket
- a staggering sum in the 1850’s. Lind made her American debut at
the Castle Garden Theatre in New York City on September 11, 1850.
In total Lind gave 93 large-scale concerts in the United States. She
sang in Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, DC, Richmond, Virginia,
and Charleston, South Carolina. Barnum even arranged for her to sail
to Havana, Cuba, where she sang several concerts before sailing to
New Orleans.

February - March 2013
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Crowds flocked to hear her, and those who couldn’t hear her
marveled at her generosity. Barnum skillfully promoted Lind’s
character – her modesty, benevolence, and selflessness – as much
as her artistry. Newspapers regularly ran reports of the charitable
contributions she would make using profits from her performances.
In her obituary after she died in 1887 at the age of 67 it is listed her
American tour earnings at $3 million.
While there are no recordings of Lind’s voice her noble reputation
and charitable acts remain even today. Many places and objects have
been named for Lind including Jenny Lind Island in Canada and the
Jenny Lind locomotive. Many of her profits went to the endowment
of free schools in Sweden.
As well her charity work for Sailors Homes and Hospitals made
her popular with seamen to the point that more than thirty-five
vessels bearing the name Jenny Lind are recorded. In 1857 an
Australian schooner named Jenny Lind was wrecked in a creek on the
Queensland coast while attempting to find safe harbor from a storm;
the creek was accordingly named Jenny Lind Creek.

What’s gonna work…TEAMWORK!!!

Four days before Super Bowl
Sunday, several of the Key West
Operations acquired the entire
contents of the Toy Factory. The
Toy Factory was a place of wonder
and imagination, packed from
the floor to the ceiling with all
sorts of toys, hobby items and at
National Sales Director and Project
times, larger than life displays.
Leader Bobby Bernreuter from the deck
with his best Wreck Ashore! Left to Right
All meant to Build Timeless
is Will, Bobby and Eric
Imagination. This dream shop’s
time, unfortunately, had come to
an end.
The task before us – clear the
building of merchandise, fixtures
and the larger than life displays
by 6pm Sunday, February 3rd.
Up to the task of assisting our
Left to Right; Aquarium Curator Greg,
CASTmembers Brian, Robert, Linsie,
fearless project leader, Bobby
Gabriella, and Eric.
Bernreuter, were CAST from the
Key West Aquarium, Shipwreck Treasures Museum, Tropical Shell and
Gift Maintenance, Warehouse and Retail divisions, crew from Historic
Properties Maintenance and technical and equipment assistance
from Frank Herrada and Joe Moyer. Of course, we needed Monte
Triz and his expertise in this field. One phone call later and Monte
was on his way, driving from St. Augustine to Key West the next day,
only to return to St. Augustine two days later with a semi full of puzzle
pieces for future ventures.
As the pictures will show, it took an immense amount of dedication
and teamwork from all who were involved to accomplish what we did
in so limited of time. Not only from those who worked on the project,
but also the CAST who continued to run the daily operations. I am
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proud to share in the accomplishment with all of you and am looking
forward to the day when every piece we removed makes its way into
our retail stores and attractions. I know you do too, especially the
CAST at the warehouse here in Key West.

||| ON THE SPOT... |||
Michele Ross

KW Aquarium

Superstitions on
the Isle of Bones
Isabel Perdomo; Ghosts & GravestonesSupervisor
Most people would never
think sunny Key West is a
place where superstitions are
believed in and accepted as a
way of life. Our beautiful and
historic little island is actually
steeped in superstition and
belief in the “other side”. Our
rich and diverse cultures have
mixed so well that at times it’s
hard to know exactly where our
common superstitions come
Blue under eaves in porch ceilings
adorn a lot of houses in Key West.
from.
For example everyone on the island will tell you that conch shells
can be placed outside of a home, but are extremely unlucky when
placed inside a home. One of my favorite local superstitions is that
of painting porch roofs and window trim with a very special shade
of blue. This particular shade of blue mimics our waters lovely clear
colors. You will see it all over Old Town. You see, this beautiful blue is
called “Haint Blue”. It’s supposed to keep evil spirits out of our homes.
If you paint your porch ceilings, window trim and door trim with this
color; evil spirits cannot enter your home. The reason for this is that
a common belief among islanders is that spirits cannot cross water.
Thus, by mimicking our gorgeous waters, you are safe from ghosts.
The word Haint comes from the Gullah language, that’s a slave
dialect from South Carolina’s low country and coastal Georgia. The
definition of haint is the same as the English word haunt. Shades
of haint blue range anywhere, from a pastel icy sea foam, to dark
blue. The reason for the variations is that coastal waters can be many
shades of blue or green. You can see the differences throughout
many coastal states. Blue has traditionally been used to ward off evil
throughout the world by many cultures. Some people erroneously
thought our shades of blue actually mimic the sky and kept insects
from nesting under eaves in porch ceilings, but in reality the lime
content in paints many years ago is what kept the insects at bay. Here
on the island we know it just keeps the spirits away.
Come seek out our haint blue porches and trim next time you visit
beautiful sunny Key West, and tour the Isle of Bones with us as we
share many more of our colorful local superstitions with you.

Gabriela Wisniewski
Marc Cruciani

Little White House
James Mira
Alan Thomas

TSG administration
James Garcia

Rosemary Pumar, Senior Buyer for
Tropical Shell & Gift, celebrates a
milestone birthday

retail division
Jason Zeid
Wendy Crowell
Brady Hodgerson
Amity Krestyn
Megan Holloway
Maddalynn Hart
Kathleen Mravic
Marsha Motes
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Tropical Shell and Gift Operations
Manager Leah Benner is now a published
author. A Place Inside My Head is the first
book of the Kate Brown Journals.

Natalia Trostianskaya, 7 years
Tanya Azevedo, 5 years
Nancy Honeywell, 1 year
Eric Graham, 1 year
John Schafer, 1 year

march

Bogdan Pamporov, 1 year

I was born and raised in western
Maine. I enjoyed the outdoors by hiking
and camping with the family. I attended
college in Eastern Maine at the University
of Maine, Machais. (The Easternmost
point in the USA) I met my husband, Dan
in college where I consider him my best subject.
We moved to Homestead, FL in 1992, just after Hurricane
Andrew (his dad needed his help), but went back to Maine in 1993
for a couple weeks to get married. We will be celebrating our 20th
wedding anniversary this year. We loved living in Florida because
of the fun and the sun.
We moved to Tennessee to be closer to family, where we
conceived our children. Danny was born in 1998 and Sarah in
2002, two great kids whom I am very proud to be their mother.
In Pigeon Forge, Tennessee, I worked at The Incredible Christmas
Place for six and a half years in purchasing and re-buying.
We could hear Florida calling us home, so we moved to the
Keys in 2005 after my husband was offered a wonderful business
opportunity (he’s the Prop Doc). I came to work for Tropical Shell
& Gift in May of 2005, when I applied for the position of Director of
First Impressions at HTA. The human resource director discovered
my experience for purchasing and inventory, called the general
manager for Tropical Shell & Gift to give me an interview, and I
was hired for the job. I was promoted to ICS manager in July of
2006. This May it will be my eighth anniversary with the company.
I really enjoy working closely with the buyers and the rest of the
ICS team so we can fill our retail stores with interesting souvenirs..

Q | What is your greatest fear?
A | Heights – I once climbed the Shipwreck Tower at the

same time as a cruise ship blew the signal. I froze and could
not move. My kids and mom had a good laugh.

Q | What or who is the greatest love of your life?
A | My children – I cherish every day with them
Q | If you were to die and come back as a person or

thing, what do you think it would be?

A | A bird – I am very curious about birds and love to watch
them.
Q | If you could choose one reality TV show to be on,

what would it be?
The Tropical Shell & Gift team celebrates Kristi Mills’ birthday.

twitter.com/trumankeywest

twitter.com/keywestaquarium

facebook.com/trumankeywest

facebook.com/keywestaquarium

The Nation’s Storyteller

Inventory Control Services Manager

A | None – I would never go on TV. People on TV are not
able to lead very private lives.
Q | What do you most value in your friends?
A | Companionship
February - March 2013
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Hello, From HTA’s
Southernmost
Human Resources!
by Magdalena Piekos; HR Compliance Specialist

First of all, we would like to tell you how lucky we are to work at
our company in Key West. We wake up every day in a paradise. We
live on this beautiful, sun-kissed island surrounded by warm waters
and tropical landscape. The thing that is even more special than
sunshine and warm weather is our HAPPY PEOPLE!
We work in the heart of old Key West, and there is something
special about each day of island life: tourists drinking margaritas at
9 o’clock in the morning or visitors from northern states who wear
shorts while local people wear warm scarves (yes, we consider 67
degrees as a cold front). Although we are tempted to try margaritas
at 9 o’clock in the morning, we still choose to come to work every day
and be happy HTA CASTmembers.
Our Southernmost HTA Corp HR Department is a busy place.
There is never a boring day here!
Joanna Huestis, our HR Director is constantly resolving HR
challenges in each of our operations. She handles everything from
responding to our CASTmember hotline calls to negotiations with
insurance companies. She also facilitates leadager training sessions
about HR topics, helping our leadager team to increase their
knowledge and skills as managers.
Then, there is Debra Clarin our HR Manager. She is Joanna’s right
hand and the “go to” person for almost any HR question. Debra keeps
all of us informed about the latest updates to employment laws.
Dell Lunsford, our Payroll Manager is the very important person
who makes sure that CASTmembers get paid correctly and he assists
the CAST with their self-service portal questions. He also handles a
great deal of reporting and compliance with each state’s payroll laws.
For questions about benefits, we have Jennifer Mohnacky, HR
Benefits Specialist. She spends many days mediating issues between
CASTmembers and the insurance companies; all the while keeping up
with the changing health care system.
If you are looking for a drug test result or trying to understand
Homeland Security’s latest change to employment eligibility, call me,
Magda Piekos, HR Compliance Specialist.
At the beginning of this year, two new happy CASTmembers joined
our HR Corporate team in Key West. We would like to introduce them.
Sandra Campbell, our Southernmost Retail Recruiter stays very
busy handling all recruiting and on-boarding responsibilities for the
corporate office, Key West attractions, and retail stores nationwide.
David Hecht, our Southernmost Payroll Specialist is responsible
for all retail time and attendance nationwide and has been learning
the corporate end of payroll processing. Maybe soon Dell can take
a vacation!
Hot and lazy days are not in our schedule. Our team members
find solutions to existing issues and come up with new ideas every
day: streamlined procedures, automated processes, and excellent
internal customer service – we do it all. We are open to new
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suggestions, and we
are glad to innovate!
Corporate HR holds
monthly conference
calls which bring all
cities together; to
share our experiences,
and learn from each
other. Our newest
David Hecht, Joanna Huestis, Debra Clarin,
Jennifer Mohnacky, Magda Piekos,
accomplishment
is
Dell Lunsford, and Sandra Campbell.
an automated HR
applicant tracking system, Taleo. The new computer system is saving
us time and paper so we can spend more time serving our customers
and co-workers instead of sorting paper applications. Again, our job
here is to choose the best candidates for HTA, and we take it seriously.
You may have heard scary stories about other HR Departments,
but that is not us. Our Department is dedicated to the highest quality
of customer service delivered with a sense of warmth, friendliness,
individual pride, and company spirit. We are only a phone call away
and will be happy to answer your questions………unless we are
tempted by those delicious margaritas...

||| fun photos |||

County Tourist Development Council also spoke on the importance of
the new attraction from their organizations’ perspectives. Key West
mayor Craig Cates and his wife, company founders Captain Jerry and
Carol Hill, Chris Belland and Ed Swift all got a hand on the scissors for
the ribbon-cutting. Inside the museum the attendees were treated
to an overview of the process of creating the vast and intricate model
of Fort Jefferson by one of its builders, local artist David Harrison
Wright.
Yankee Freedom III, LLC was contracted by the National Park
Service (NPS) in 2010 to be the sole ferry service provider from Key
West to the Dry Tortugas. The contract called for the construction
of an Interpretive Center in Key West to assist the Park Service with
public outreach. “Interpretive center” is NPS terminology for what
would normally be thought of as a museum. “Interpretation” in that
parlance is a process that integrates historical, natural and sociological
context to explain the importance of a resource in a manner that will
be accessible to people of varying backgrounds and experience. “A
major requirement of our selection criteria for the ferry service was
that they be able to provide a top-notch educational experience to
the Park visitor and non-visitor,” said Dan Kimball, Superintendent
of the Everglades and Dry Tortugas National Parks. “The Yankee

Freedom crew has been
providing
excellent
interpretation
on
the vessel and at the
Park for many years;
the opening of the
Interpretive
Center
in Key West makes
some of that content
available to those
This hands-on station interprets physical resources
of the Dry Tortugas from above and below the
who aren’t able to
water. Sponge, brick, coral, shells and other
materials in display drawers allow young visitors to
visit the Dry Tortugas
touch authentic historic and natural objects during
themselves.”
their journey to understanding the rich past of the
Dry Tortugas and the future of this fragile island
By touring the
through conservation and preservation. The exhibit
emphasizes careful interaction with the exhibit
Center the Key West
subjects in the real world.
visitor will learn about
one of our nation’s
most unusual National Parks and Key West’s unique nautical heritage.
There is interest for all ages in various components of the exhibits, as
you can see in the photos.

Dry Tortugas Interpretive Center Grand Opening!

Key West legend, Ed Knight talks about
the times he spent working at the
Thompson Fish House as a young man.

The Key West Food and Wine Festival. Monica Munoz, Rod LaBranche, Piper Smith,
Linda Test, John Penney, Kathy Penney and Ed Swift.
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Secretary General of the Conch Republic
Peter Anderson serenaded everyone by
traditional blowing of the conch shell.

Chris Belland, Piper Smith, with owners of the
Yankee Freedom III, Carol and Capt. Jerry Hill.

february

Chris Belland proudly shows off two
if the 16 awards from the film at the
Boston Tea Party Ships and Museum’s,
Let it Begin Here. A longer version of
the piece is being filmed for television.

Dan Kimball, Superintendent
of the Everglades and
Dry Tortugas National Park.

Gerald “Mr. Moe” Mosher
49 Years
Piper Smith, 26, years
Jose Casas, 10 years
Natalie Machado, 9 years
Terry Strickland, 4 years
Sharron Grzybowski, 3 years
Nicholas Monsalvatge, 1 year

march

Joshua Richardson
Larry Williams

The Nation’s Storyteller

Mariola Janicka-Williams,
17 years
Montgomery Triz, 11 years
Oliver Long, 11 years
Dell Lundsford, 9 years
Justyna Janicka, 8 years

Cutting the ceremonial ribbon is Chris Belland, Key West Mayor Craig Cates and his
wife Cheryl, Carol Hill, Ed Swift III, and Captain Jerry.

Yankee Freedom III general manager,
Terry Strickland welcomed everyone.

February - March 2013

David Harrison Wright is the mastermind
and builder of the model of Fort Jefferson.
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